
BETWEEN:

OTTAWA CIVIC HOSPITAL
(her'einafter  referred to as "the 'Hospitaln)

- and -

ONTARIO NURSES' ASSOCIATION
(hereinafter referred to as "the Associatdon")

EXPIRY: 31 March, 1996
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1.0h

I,.02

The general purpose! of this Agreement .is to establish and
maintain collective Ibargaining relations between the
Hospital and thie nurses covereid by Ishis Agreement; to
provide for on-going means of communication between the
Association and the Hospital and the prompt disposIition
of grievances and tXle final settlement of disputes and to
est'abl.ish and maintain mutually satisfactory salaries,
:hou:rs  of work and other csndItions  of emplolyment in
accordance with the provisions of this Agreement.

:It is recognized  that nurses wish 'to work together with
the Hospital to secure the be'st poseible  nursing care and
health protection for patients. Appropriate committees
have been created under this Agreement to work towards
this objec:tive.

2.01 A registered nurse is a nurse who holds certification
with the College of Nurses of Ontario in accordance with
the Health Disciplines Act.

2.02

2.03

2.04

A graduate nurse is defined as a nurse with certification
incalmplete  who is a graduate of a program acceptable to
the Col.lege of Nurses and is either in t:he process of
bleing clert.ified by the College of Nurses of Ontario or is
completing certification requirements. This
certification shall be completed within twenty-four (24)
months following date of hire. Where a nurse fails to
complete such certification rleguireraents,  she or he will
be terminated from the employ of the Hospital. Such
termination shal:L not be subject matter of grievance or
arbi,tration procedure. The foregoing does not apply to
nurses.emp:Loyed prior to October 23, 1981, except those
currently in the process of completing certification
requirements who shall. be required t:o complete such
certification in accordance with the provisions of the
existing collective agreement.

A full-time nurse is a nurse who is regularly scheduled
to work the normaIL full-time hours referred to in .Article
13.

A re$plair part-time nurse is a nurse who regularly works
less than the normal full-time hours referred to in
Artic:le  13 and who offers to malke a commitment to be
avail.able  for work on a regular predetermined basis. All
other part-time nurses shall be considered casual nurses.
The predetermined basis upon which the commitment to be
available is made shall be determined in local
negotiations. , .'.'
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2.05

The definitions shall not have the effect of changing the
composition of any existing bargaining units. The
Hospita:L shall not refuse to accept an offer from a nurse
to make a commitment to be available for work on a
regular predetermined blasis solely for the purpose! of
utilizing casual nurses so as to restrict the number of
regular part-time nurses.

This combined agreement contalins provisions ,applicable
to full time nurses and provisions applicable to part
time nurses. The combination of the agreements shall not
have the effect of changing the com:position  of any
existing bargaining units nor shall it have the! effect of
conferring representation rights where such rights do not
presently exist. The scope of the applicable bargaining
unit is set out in the Appendix of Iocal Provisions,

F]RTICLE 3 -8 RELATION8HIF!

3.01

3.02

3.03

3.04

The Hospital and the Assiociation  agree that there will be
no discrimination, inte:rferenc:e, intimidation, restric-
tion or coercion exercised or pratcticed  by any of their
representatives with respect to any nurse because of the
nurse's membership or non-membership in the Association
or activity or lack of activity on beh'alf of the Asso-
ciation or by reason of exercising her or his rights
under the Collective Agreement.

The Association agrees there will be no Association
activity, solicitation for membership, or collection of
Association dues on Hospital premises or during working
htours  except with the written permission of the Hospital
or as specific:ally  provided for in this Agreement.

It is agreed that there will be no discrimination by
e!ither party or by any of the nurses covered by this
Agreement cm the basis lof race, creed, colour, national
origin, sex, ' msexual orientation, marital status, age,,
handicap, religious affiliation or any other factor which
is n.ot pertinent to the employment relationship.

(a) "Every person who is an employee has a right to
freedom from harassment in the work:place  by the
emploiyer or agent of the employer or by another
employee because of race,, ance!stry, place of
origin, colour, ethnic origin, citizenship, creed,
age I record of offences, marital status, family
status or handicap". ref: Ontamrio Human Rights
Code, Sec. 5 (2)

(Lb) "Every person lwho is an employee has a right to
freediom from harassment in the workplace because of
sex by his or her employer or agent of the employer
or by another employee". ref: Ontario Human Rights
Code, Sec. 7 (2)
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(cl "Every person has a right to be free from,

i) a sexual solicitation or advance made by a
person in a position to confer, grant or deny
a benefit or advancement to the person where
the person making the solicitation or advance
knows or ought reasonabl:y  to know that it is
unwelcome; or

ii) a reprisal or threat of reprisal for the
rejection of a sexual solicitation or
advance where the reprisal is made or
threatened by a person in a position to
confer, grant or deny a benefit or advancement
to the person". ref: Ontiari(> Human Rights
Code, Sec. 7 (3)

(d) A nurse who believes that she has been harassed
contrary to this provision may file a grievance
u:nder  Article 7 of this agreement.

;NOTE : n'Harassment* means engaging in a course of vexatious
comment or conduct that is known or ought reasonably to
be known to be unwelcome". ref: Ontario Human Rights
Code, Set, 10 (1)

3.0!5 The Hospital and the Association recognize  their :joint
duty tlo accommodate handicapped employees in accordance
with the provisions of the Ontario Human Rights Code.

ARTICLE 4 - NO STRIKE. NO LOCKOUT

s4 . 0:L The Association agrees there shall be no strikes and the
Hospit(a1 agrees there shall be no lockouts so long as
this Agreement continues to operate. The terms 'lstrikelf
and ~~lbcko~t~~ shall bear the-meaning given them in the
Ontario Labour Relations Act o

ARTICLE5 - ASSOCIATION SECURITY- - -

!5 . 0:L The Hospital will deduct from each nurse covered by this
Agreement an amount equal to the regular monthly
Association dues designated by the Association. The
deduct.ion period for a part-timle  nurse may be extended
where the nurse does not receive any pay in a particular
month.

5.02 Such d'ues shall be deducted monthly and in the case of
newly employed n'urses, such deductions shall commence in
the month following their date of hire.
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5.\13

5.04

5.05

The amount of the regular monthly dues shall be those
authorized by the Association and the Provincial
Secretary-Treasurer of the Association shall notify the
Hospital of any changes therein and such notification
shall be the Hospital's conclusive authority to make the
deduction specified.

In consideration of the deducting and forwarding of
Association dues by the Hospital, the Association agrees
to indemnify and save hiarmless the Hospital against any
claims or liabilities arising or res,ulting from the
operation of this Article.

The amounts so deducted shall be remitted monthly to the
Provincial Secretary-Treasurer of the Association, no
later than the end of the month following the month in
which the dues were deducted. In remitting such dues,
the Hospital shall provide a list of nurses from whom
deductions were made, including deletions (indicating
terminations) and additions from the preceding month and
their social insurance mumbers. A copy of this list will
be sent ta1 the local Association,.

5.06 The Hospital agrees ,that an officer of the Association or
nurse representative sheall be (allowed a reasonable period
during regular working hours to interview newly hired
Inurses during their probationary period. During such
interview, membership forms may be provided to the nurse.
These interviews shall be scheduled in advance as
determined1  by local negotiation and may be arranged
col:Lect:ive!ly  or individually by the Hospital.

NOTE: The list provideId for in Article 5.05 shall include any
other information that is currently provided to ONA.
Additionally, the Hospital will provide! each nurse with
,a T-4 Supplementary Slip showing the dues deducted in the
Iprevious year for income tax purposes where such
information is or becomes readily available through the
:Hospital I s payroll system.

EmELE6.~~~~.-- R'EPRFSENTATION AN'D CCMKCTTEES

61.01 iNurse Representatives It Grievance Committee-L-

(a) The IHospital agrees to recognize nurse represen-
tatives to be elected or appointed from amongst
nurses in the bargaining unit for the purpose! of
dealing with Association business as provided in
this Ciollective Agreeiment. The! number of
representatives alnd the areas which they represent
are set out in the Appendix of Local Provisions.
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(b) The Hospital will recognize a Grievance Committee,
one of whom shall be chair. This committee shall
operate and conduct itself in accordance with the
provisions of the Collective Agreement and the
number of nurses on the Grievance Committee is set
out in the Appendix of Local Provisions.

(cl It is agreed that nurse representatives and members
of the Grievance Committee have their regular
duties and respfonsibilities to perform for the
Hospital1 and shall not leave their regular duties
without first obtaining permission from their
immediate supervisor. Such permission shall not be
unreasonably withheld. If, in the performance of
their duties, a nurse representative or member of
the Grievance Committee is required to enter a
nursing unit within the hospital in which they are
not ordinari:Ly  employed the:y shall, immediately
upon entering such nursing unit, report their
presence to the supervisor or nurse in charge, as
the case may be. When resuming their regular
duties and responsibilities, such representatives
shall again repalrt to their immediate supervisor.
The Hospital agrees to pay for all time spent
during their regular hours by such representatives
hereunder.

6.02 JIosnital-Association  Cornmitts

(a) There sha:Ll be a Hospital-Association Committee
comprised of representatives of the Hospital, one
of whom sha:Ll be the Director of Nursing or
designalte  and of the Association, one of wh,om sha:Ll
be the Local President or designate. The number of
representatives is set out in the Appendix of Local
Provisions and t:he membership of the Committee may
be expanded by mutual agreement.

(b) The Committee shall meet every two (2) months
unless otherwise agreed and as required under
Article 8,Ol (a) (i). The duties<  of chair and
secretamy sh,all alternate between the parties.
Where possible, agenda items will be exchanged in
writing at least five (5) calendar days prior to
the meeting. A record shall be maintained of
matters referred to the Committee and the recom-
mended disposition, if any, unl'ess agreed to the
contrary. Copies of the record shall be provided
to Committee members.

(c) The purpose of the Committee includes:

i) promoting and providing effective and
meaningful communication of information and
ideas: makiing joint recommendations on matters
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of concern including the quality and quantity
of nursing care;

ii) dealing writh complaints referred to it in
accordance with the provisions of Article 8',
Professional Responsibility;

iii) discussing and reviewing matters relakting to
orient,ation  and in-service programs.

(d) The Hospital agrees to pay for time spent during
regular working hours for representatives of the
Association attending at such meetings.

The Hospital agrees to recognize  a NegoEiatt;;:
Committee comprised of representatives
Association for the purpose of negotiating a
renewal agreement. The number of nurses on the
Negotiating Committee is set o,ut in the Appendix of
Local Provisions. The Hospital agrees to pay
members of 'the Negotiating Committee for ti,me
spent during regular working hours in negotiations
with the Hlosp.italL  for a rienewal agreement up to,
but not includling, arbitration.

(b) Clentral  Neaotiatina  Tea!Cq

I:n central bargaining between1  the Qntario Nurses'
Association and the Barticipating  Hospitals, a
nurse serving on the Association's Central
Negotiating Team shall be paid for time lost from
the nurse's regularly scheduled straight time
working ho'urs  at her or his regular rate of pay,
and without loss of leave credits, for attending
central negotiating meetings with the Hospi.tals'
Central Negotiating Committee up to, but not
including, arbitration.

Central Negotiating T'eam members shall recei.ve
unpaid time off for the purpose of preparation for
negotiations. The Association will1 advise the
Hospitals #concerned, as far in advance as possibbe,
of the dates for which leave is being requested.

Upon reference to arbitration, the Central
Negotialting  Team members shall receive unpaid time
off for the p'urpose of atttending  arbitration
hearings.

Time spent on such meetings will not be considered
leave under Article 1:1.02, 'Leave for Association
Business.
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6. 04

The maximum number of Central Negotiating Tea
members entitled to payment under this provision
shall be eight (8) , and in no case will more than
one (1) nurse from a hospital be! entitled to such
payment,

The AssociaLtion  shall advise the Hospitals' Central
Negotiating Committee of those nurses to be paid
under this provision. The Hospitals' Central
Negotiating Committee will make such request known
to the affected hospitals.

For w unpaid leave of absence under this
provision, a full-time nurse's salary and
applicable benefits shall be maintained by the
Hiospital, and the! Association agrees to reimburse
the Hospital in the amount of the full cost of such
salary.

For any unpaid leave of absence under th:is
provision, part-time nurse's
percentage i: lieu of fringe

salary and
benefits shall be

maintained by the Hospita.1, and the .Association
agrees to reimburse the Hospital in the amount of
the full cost of such salary and percentage in lieu
of fringe benefits.

Joint Occunational Health and Safetv Committee

(a) The Hospital and the Association agree! that they
mutually desire to maint'ain standawds  of safety and
health in the hospital in order to
accidlents, injury and illness.

prevent

(b) Recognizing its responsibilities under the
applicable legislation, the Hospital agrees to
ac:cept as a member of its Joint Occupational
Health and Safety Committee,
representative

at least one (I)
selected 81:

Association
appointed by thie

from amongst bargaining unit
employees.

(c) Such Committee shall identify potential dangers and
hazards, institute means of improving health and
safety programs and recommend actions to be taken
toI improve conditions related to safety and health.

(d) The Hospital agrees to cooperate in providing
necessary iInformation  to enable the Committee to
fulfil1 'its functions.
will pro#vide the

In addition, the Hospital
Committee with access to all

accident reports, health andl safet:y records and any
other pertinent information in its possession.
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(e) Meetings) shall be held every second month or more
frequently at the call of the Chair, if required.'
The Committee shall maintain minutes of all
meetings and make the same available for review.

(f) hY representative appointed or selected in
accordance with (b) hereof, shall serve for a term
of at least one (1) calendar ylear from the date of
appointment. Time off for representatives to
pIerform these duties shall be {granted.

",A member of a committee is entit:led to,

(a) one hour or such longer period of time as the
committee! determines <is necessary to prepare
for each committee meeting:

(b) such time as is necessaq to attend meetings
of the committee: i3nd

Cc) such time as is necessary to carry out
(inspections and investigations under
subsection 9 (26), 9 (27), and 9 (31) of the
Act . ] “’ ref: Occupational Health and Bafety
Act, Sec. 9 (34)

'@A member of a committee shall bfe deemed to be at
work during the times described [above] and the
member' s e!mployer shall pay the member for those
times at the member's regular or premium rate as
may be proper." ref. Occupational Health arnd
Bafety Act, S'ec. 9 (35)

(9) The Association agrees to endeavour to obtain the
ful1 cooperation of its membership in the
observation of a.11 safeity  rules and practices.

(h) Pregnant employees may request to be transferred
from their current duties if, in the professional
lopinion of; th.e employee's physician, th,e pregnancy
may be at risk. If such a transfer is not
feasible, the pregnant employee, if she !90
requests, will be granted an unpaid leave of
absence before commencement of the current
contractual pregnancy leave.

(i) Where the Hospital identifiles high risk areas
where nurses are exposed to infectious or
communicable diseases for which there are available
protective medications, such medications shall be
provided at no cost to the nurses.
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(j) At least one of the employees representing workers
under the Occupational Health and Ba,fety Aot, who
are trainekd to be certified workers as defined
under the iAct, shall be from the Association. The
plarties agree that it will not be! a breach of this
provision if only one employee representing workers
is trained to he a certified worker and such
employee is not from thle Assoc:iation  provided that
the next .employee representing workers traineld to
be a certified worker is from the Association.

HA member of a committee shall be deemed to be at
work while the member iS
requirements

fulfilling the
for becoming certified bY the

Workplace Health and Safety Agency, and the
member's emplolyer shall pay the member for the time
spent at the member's regular or premium rate as
may be propeP. ref: Occupational Eeal th and
B,afety Act, Sec. 9 (36) Ot[This  provision] does
not apply with respect to workers who are paid b,y
tlhe Agency for the time spent fulfilling thk
requirements for becoming c:ertifiedll. ref: Set 9
(37)

(1) (1) atThis  section does not. apply to a [nurse]

(a) when a circumstance described below is
inherent in the worker's work or is a
normal condi.tion of t:he worker's
employment: ox

(b) when the worker's refusal to work would
directly endanger the life, health OP

safety of another person". ref:
Occupational Bealth and Safety Act, Set,
43 (1)

(2: 1 @@A worker may refuse to work or do particular
work where he or she has reason to believe
that,

(a) any equipment, machine, device or thing
the worker is to use 'or-operate is likely
to endanger hi.mself, herse:Lf or another
worker;

(b) the physical condition of the workpbace
or the part thereof in which he or she
works or is to work is likely to endanger
himself or herself; or
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(cl any egui:pment, machine, device or thing
he or she -is to 'use or operate or the
physical condition of the workplace or
the part thereof i:n which he! or she works
or is to work i;s in contravention of this
Act or the regult ations and rauch
contravention is likelty to endanger
himself, herself or another worker". Ref:
Occupational Erralth a,nd Safety Act, !Sec,,
43 (3).

NOTE :: Issues relatingr to chairing of meetings and
responsibiKity for the taking of minutes should be
dliscussed locadly wkth the Hospital and the other Unions
representing empl.oye:es  of the Hospital.

6.05 The Association may hold meetings on Hospital premises
providing permission has been first obtained from the
Hospital.

6.06 The Association shall keep the Hospital notified in
writing of the names of the nurse representatives and/or
CZommittee members and Olfficers of the I,ocall Association
appointed or selected under this Article as well as the
effective date of their respective appointments.

6'.07 All reference to nurse representatives, committee members
and officers in this Agreement shall be deemed to mean
nurse representatives, committee members or officers of
the Local Association.

6.08 The Hospital agrees to give representatives of the
Ontario Nurses' Associa'tion  access to the premises of the
Hospital for the purpose of attending grievance meetings
or otherwise assisting in the administration of this
Agreement, provided prior arrangements are made with the
Administrator. Such representatives shall have access to
the premises only with the approval of 'the Administrator
which will not bIe unreasonably withheld.

6 . 091 Where ai nurse makes prior arrangements for time off from
a tour of duty, the nurse shall not be scheduled to work
another tour that day.

6. 10 Nurses who are members of committees pursuant to
Regulation 518 of th,e Rublic Hospitals Act will suffer no
loss of earnings for time spent during regular working
hou:rs for attending committee meetings.

Where a nurse attends a committee meeting outside of
regularly scheduled hours, she or he will be paid for al.1
hours spent in attendance at meet:ings at her or his
regular straight time hourly rate.
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mm13 -PROCEDUR&GRIEVANCE

7.01 For purposes of this Agreement, a grievance is defined
as a difference arising between the parties re:Lating  to
the interpretation, application, administra~tion  or
alleged violation of the Agreement including any question
as to whether a matter is arbitrable.

7.02 At the time formal discipline is imposed or at any stage
of the <;rievance procedure, including the complaint
stage, a nurse is entitled to be representekd  by her or
his nurse representative. In the #case of suspension or
discharge, the Hospital shall notify the! nurse of this
right in advance.

7.013 It is thle mutual desire of the parties hereto that
complaints of nurses shall be adljusted as quickly as
possible, and it is understosd  that a nurse has no
grievance until she or he has first given her or his
immediate supervisor the opportunity of adjusting the
complaint. Such complaint shall be discusxed  with her or
his immediate supervisor within nine (9) calenldar  days
after the circumstances giving risa to it: have occurred
or ought reasonably to have come to the attention of the
nurse and1 failing settlement within nine (9) calendar
daw I it shall then lbe taken up as a grievance within
nine (9) calendar days following advice of the immediate
supervisorls decision in the following manner and
sequence:

Ster, No. 1

The nurse may submit a written grievance, signed bly the
nurse, to her or his immediate supervisor. The grievance
shall be on a form referred to in Article 7.09 and shall
identify the nature of the grievance and
sought and should identif,y

the remedy
the provisions of the

Agreement which are alleged to be violated. The
immediate supervisor will deliver her or his decision in
writing with:in nine (9) calendar days following the day
on which the grievance was presented to her or him.
Failing settlement, then:

Sten No. 2

Within nine (9) calendar days fo:Llowing  the decision
undler Step No. 1, the nurse may submit the written
grievance to the Direc:tor of Nursing or
will deliver

designate who

calendar days
a decision in writing within nine (9)
from the date on which the written

grievance was presented to her or him. The parties may,
if they so desire, meet to discuss the grievance at a
time and place suitalble to both parties,,
settlement, then:

Failing
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W'ithin nine (9) oalendar days following the dlecision  in
Step No. 2, thke grievance may be sub:mitted  in writing to
the IHospital Adminis'trator or designate. A meeting will
then be held between the Hospital Administrator or
dlesigna,te  and the Grievance Committee within nine (9)
calendar days of the submission of the grievance at Step
No. 3 unless extendeld by agreement of the parties. 3% is
understood and agreed that a representative of the
Ontario Nurses' Association and the grievor may be
pres,ent at the meeting. It is further understood that
the Hospital Administrator or designate may have such
counsel and assistance as she or he may desire at such
meeting. The decisi'on of the IHospital shall be delivered
in writing within nine (9) calendar days following the
date of such meeting. A copy 'of the third step grievance
repl.y lwil:L be provided to the Employment Relations
Officer.

7.04

7.05

A complaint or grievance arising directly between the
Hospita.l and the Association concerning the inter-
pretati.on, a:pplication  or alleged violation of the
Agreement shall be originated at Step NO,, 3 within
fourteen (14) calendar days following the circumstances
giving rice to the complaint or grievance. ;?I grievance
lby the Hospital shall lbe filed with the Local President
or designa,te.

Where a number of nurses have identical grievances and
leach nurse would be entitled to grievle separately they
:may present a group grievance in writing signed by each
nurse ,who is grieving to the Director of Nursing or
designate within fourteen (14) callendar days after the
circumstances giving rise to the grievance have occurred
or ought reasona:bly  to have come to the attention of the
nurse(s) . The grievance shall then be treated as being
initiated at Step No. 2 and the applicable provisions of
this Article shal:L then apply with respect to the
processing of such grievance.

‘7 . 0 6 The release of a probationary nurse for reasons based on
performance and ability to do the job, including skills,
suitability and availability shall not be subject to the
grievance procedure unless the probationary nurse is
releasled for:

(a) reasons which are arbitrary, discriminatory or in
bad faith:

(b) exercising a right under this Agreement.

The Holspital agrees to provide written reasons for the
release of a probationary nurse within seven’(7) days of
such release.
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7.07

7.08

7.09

A claim by a probationary nurse that she or he has bee
unjustly released shall be treated as a grievance,
provided the nurse is entitled to grieve, if a written
statement of such grievance is lodged by the nurse with
the Hospital at Step 3 within seven (7) days after the
date the release is effected. Such grievance shall be
treated as a special grievance as set out below.

The Hospital agrees to provide written reasons within
seven (7) callendar days to the alffected nurse in the case
of discharge or suspension and further agrees that it
will not suspend, discharge or otherwise discipline a
nurse who has completed her or his probationary period,
without :just cause!.

A claim by a nurse who has completed her or his
probationary period that she or he has been unjustly
disch'arged  or suspended shall be treated as a grievance
if a written statement of such grievance is lodged by the
nurse with the Hospital at Ste:p No. :3 within seven (7)
calendar days after the date the discharge or suspension
is effected. Such special grievance may be settled under
the Grievance or Arbitration Procedure by:

(a) confirming the Hospital's action in dismissing the
nurse; or

(b) reinstating the nurse with or without loss of
seniority and with or without full compensation for
the time l.ostt or

(c) by any other arrangement which may be deemed just
and eguitable.

Failing settlement under th'e foregoing procedure of any
gr.ievance between the p'arties arising from the
interpretation, application, administration or alleged
violation of this Agreement, including any question as to
whether a matter is arbitralble, such grievance may be
submitted to arbitration as hereinafter provided. If
no written reguest for arbitration is received within
thirty-six (36) calendar days after the decision under
step No. 3 is given, the grievance shall be deemed to
have lbeen abandoned. Where such a written reguest is
postmarked within thirty-four (34) calendar days after
the decision under Step No. 3, it will be deemed to have
been received within the time limits.

All agreements reached under the grievance procedure
between the representatives of the Hospital and the
representatives of the Association will be final, and
binding upon the Hospital and the Association and the
nurses.

Association grievances shall. be on the form set out in
Appendix 1.
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7.A.o The timle prior to referral to arbitration may be utilized
by the Association and/or the Hospital to suggest and
E>OSSibly  agree to a dispute resolution meahanism  other
than a three person Board of Arbitration and either party
may reguest the appointment of a Grievance Settlement
Officer other *than in matteris pertaining to the
interpretation of central collective agreement language,

:Cn matters pertaining to the interpretation of central
collective agreement language, either party may refer the
matter to the centr(a1 parties for rleview. The central
parties will make recommendations to their respective
local parties, with respect to the case. The central
parties may be accompanied by representatives of the
Hospital or the local Association at any meeting lnelci to
Ireview such grievances,..

When either party requests th.at any matter be submitted
to arbitration as provided in the foregoing Article, it
sha.11 make such request in writing addressed to the other
party to this Agreement.. Unless the parties have agreed
to #an alternaltive  dispute resolution mechanism prior to
the time for submit'ting the matter to arbitration, then
the party reqesting arbitration shall at the same time
name a nominee and within seven (7) calendar days
thereafter the other party s:hal:l name a nominee,
providled, however, that if such party fails to name a
nomine'e as herein required, the Minister of Labour for
the Province of.Ontario shall have power to effect such
appointment upon application thereto by the party
invoking the arbitration procedure. The! two nominees, or
the parties if they have agreed not to util.ize nominees,,
shall attempt to sele!ct  by agreement a chair of the
Arbitration Board. If they are unable to agree upon such
a chair within a period of fourteen (14) calekndar days,
they shall then reguest the Minister of Iabour for the
Province of Ontario to appoint a chair.

7.1'1 No person may be appointed as an arbitrator who has been
involved in an attempt to negotiate or settle the
grievance.

7.12 No matter may bt..= submitted to arbitration which has not
been properl:y carried through1  all requisite steps of the
Grievance Procedure.

7.13 The Arbitration Board shall not be authorised to make any
decision inconsistent with the provisions of this
Agreement;, nor to alter, modify, add to or amend any part
of this Agreement.

7.1.4 The proceedings 'of the Arbitration Board will be
expedited by the parties hereto and the decision of the
ma'jority andl where there is no majority the decision of
the chair will be final and binding upon the parties
hereto and the nurse or nurses concerned.
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7.15 Each of the parties' hereto will bear the expense of tk
nomineke appointed by it and the parties will share
equally the fees and expenseis, if any, of the chair of
the Arbitration Board.

7.16 The time limits set out in the Grievance and Arbitration
Procedures herein are mandatory and failure to comply
strictly with such time limits except by the written
agreement of the parties, shall result in the grievance
being deemed to have been abandoned subject only to the
provisions of Section 45(8.:3)  of The Labour Relations
Act:.

7.17 Wherever the Arbitration Board is referred to in the
Agreement, the parties may mutually agree! in writing to
substitute a single Arbitrator for the Arbitration Board
at the time of reference to arbitration and the other
pralvisions  referring to the Arbitration I3oard shall
appropriately apply.

JiRTICLE 8- PROF:ESSIONAL  RESPONSIBILITY

(0 . 0:l. In the event that the Hospital assigns a number of
patients or a workload to an individual nurse or group of
nurses such that they have c:ause to believe that they
are be.ing  asked to perform more work than is consistent
with proper patient care, they shall:

Complain in writing to the Association-
Hospital Committee within fifteen
calendar

(15)
da.ys of the

assignment,
allekgedl improper

The Chair of the Association-
HosNpital Committee shall convene a meeting of
the Assoc:iation-Hospital  Committee within ten
(10) calendar days of the filing of the
complaint. The Committee shall hear and
attempt to resolve the complaint to the
satisfaction of both parties.

ii) Failing resolution of the complaint within
fifteen (15) calendar days of the meeting of
the Association-Hospital Committee the
complaint shall be forwarded to [an independent
Assessment Committee composed of three
registered nurses: (3)
Nurses'

one chosen by the Ontario
Association, one chosen by the

Hospital and one chosen from a panel of
independent registered nurses who are well
respected within the profession. The member
of the Committee chosen from the panel of
independent registered nurses shall act as
Chair.,
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iii) The Assessment  Committee shall set a date to
conduct a hearing into the com:pla.int  within
fourteen (14) calendar days of its appointment
and shall be empowered to investigate as is
necessamy and make what find,ings as are
appropriate in the circumstances. The
Assessment Committee shall report itrs

findings, in writing, to the parties within
thirty (30) calendar days :EollLowing  completion
of its hearing.

iv)

VI

(b) i)

ii)

It is understood alnd agreed that
representa,tives of the Ontario Nurses'
Association, including the Employment
IRelations  Officer and the Nursing Practice
Officer, may attend meetings hel.d  between the
Hospital and the Association under this
provision.

Any complaint lodged under this provision
shall be on the form set out in Appendix 6.

The list of Assessment Committee Chairs is
'attached as Appendix 2. During the term of
this Agreetment, the central parties shall meet
as mecczssary to review and amend by agreement
the list of chairs of Professional
Responsibility Assessmlent  Committees.

The parties agree that should a Chair be
required, the Ontario Hospital Association and
the Ontario Nurses I Assoc!iation will be
contacted,, They will provide the name of the
person to be utilized on the alphabetical
lis'ting of Chairs. The name to be provided
will be the top name on the list of Chairs who
has not been previously aissigned.

Should the Chair who is scheduled to serve
declin(e when requested, or it becomes obvious
that she or he would not be suitable due to
connec'tions  with the Hospital or community,
the next person on the list will be approached
to act as Chair.

Each party <will bear the cost of its own
nominee and will share equally the fee of the
Chair (and whaltever other expense!s are incurre!d
by the Assessment Committee in the per:Eormance
of its responsibilities as set out herein.
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8.02 Qrientation  and In-Service Prooram

The IHospital recognizes ,the need for a Hospital
Orientation Program of such duration as it may deem
appropriate taking ilnto consideration the needs of the
Hospital and1 the nurses involved.

8.03 (a) 13efore assigning a newly hired full time nurse in
charge of a nursing unit, the Hospital will first
provide orientation both to the Hospital and to
23uch  nursing unit. It is understood that such
nurse may be assigned to any tour as part of the
nurse I s orientation program, providing such
assignment is in accordance with any scheduling
r e g u l a t i o n s or objectives contained in the
Appendix of Locad Provisions which forms part of
this Collective Agreement.

(b) 13efore assigning a newly hired part time nurse in
charge of a nursing unit, the Hospital will first
provide orientation, in accordance with Article
13 . 02 * both to the Hospital and to such nursing
unit. It is understood that such nurse IniSy  be
assigned to any tour as part of the nurse's
orientaltion  program, providing such assignment is
in accordance with any scheduling regulations or
objectives contained in the Appendix of Local
I?rovisions  which forms part of this Collective
Agreement.

8.04 Nurses who displace e other nurses in the event of a long-
term layoff,, nurses recalled from layoff, nurses whose
probationary period has been extended under Article
10.01,  and nurses who are transferred on a permanent
basis may be provided any orientation determined
necessary by the Hospital for the purposes of allowing
the n'urse to assume satisfactorily the duties of such
position. A request by such a nurse for orientation
sh,all not be unreasonably denieid.

8.05 Both the Hospital and the Association recognize their
joint responsibility and commitment to provide, and to
pa:rticipate  in, in-service education. The Association
supports the principle! of its members' responsibility for
thleir own professional development and the Hospital wi:Ll
endeavour to provide.programs related to the requirements
of the Hospital. Available programs will be publicized,
and tlhe IHospital will endeavour to provide nurses with
opportunities to attend such programs during their
regularly scheduled working hours.

8.06 Thle dlelegation  of Added Nursing Skills and Sanctioned
Medical Acts (Special Procedures) to nurses shall be in
accordance with guidelines esta:blished  by the College of
Nu:rses from time to time and any approved Hospital policy
related theretoi.
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8.07 'When a nurse is on dluty and authorized to alttend any in-
service program within the hospital and during her or
his regul(arly scheduled working hours the nurse shall
suffer no loas of regular pay, When a nurse is required
by the Hospital to 'attend course#s outside of her or his
regula:rly  scheduled working hours, the nurse shall be
paid for all time spent: in attendlance on such courses at
her or his regular straight time hourly ralte of pay.

8.08 Nurses may be! requi.redt as part of thei:r regular duties,,
to supervise the activities of students and will be
informed in writing of their responsibilities in relation
to these students.

Any information that is provided to the Hospital by the
educational institution with respect to the skill level
of the students will be made availab:le to the nurses
recruited to supervise the students.

16 . 0!3 The! Hospital undertakes to notify the Association in
advance, so far as practicable, of any technological
changes which the Hospital has decidled to introduce which
will significantly change the status of the nurse within
the bargaining unit.

The Hospital agrees toi discuss with the Association the
effect of such technollogical ch'anges on the employment
status of the nurses and to consider practical ways and
means of minimizing the adverse effect, if any, on the
nurses concerned.

Nurses who are subject to 1ayoPf due to technological
change will be given notice 'of such layoff at the
earliest reasonable time (and in keeping with the
requirements of the applicable legislation and the
provisions of Article 10.07 lwil:L apply.

8.10 Where computers are introduced into the workplace and
nu:rses a:re :required to utilize those coraputers ini the
course of their duties, the Hospital algrees thalt
nelcessary  computer training will be provided at no cost
to the nurses involved.

ARTICLIE9 - fiCC:ESS TO FILXS

9.01 A cop:y of any completed evaluation which is to be placed
in a nurse's file s(hall be first reviewed with the nurse.
The nurse slhall initial such evaluation as having been
read and shall have the opportunity to add her or his
views to suc:h evaluation prior to it being pl.aced in her
or his file. It is understood that such evaluations do
not constitute disciplinary action by the Hospital
against the nurse.
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9.02

Eac:h nurse shall have reasonable access to all her c
his files for thle purpose of reviewing their contents in
the presence of her or his supervisor. A copy of the
evaluation will be provided to the! nurse at her or his
request.

No document shall be used against a nurse where it has
not been brought to her or his attention in a timely
manner.

Any letter of reprimand, suspension or other sanction
will be removed from tlhe record of's nurse eighteen (18)
months. following the receipt of such letter, suspension
or other sanction provided that such nurse's record has
been discipline free for one year.

10ARTICLE - SENIORITY

10.01 (a)

(b)

Newly hired nurses shall be considered to be on
probation for a period of sixty (60) tours worked
from date of last hire (450 hours of work for
nurses whose regular hours of work are other than
the standard work day). If retained after the
probationary period, the full-time nurse shall be
credited with seniority from date of last hire and
the part-time nurse shall be credited with
seniority for the sixty tours (450 hours) worked.
With the written consent of the Hospital, the
probationary nurse and the President of the Local
Association or designate, such probaltionary period
may be extended. Where the Hospital requests an
extension of the probationary period, it will
provide notice to the Association at least fourteen
(14) calendar days prior to the expected date of
expiration of the initial probationary period. It
is understood and agreed that any extension to the
probationary period will not exceed an additional
sixty (60) tours (450 ho,urs)  worked and, where
requested, the. Hospital will advise! the nurse and
the AssociaLtion  of the basis of such extension.

A nurse who transfers from casual or regular part-
time to full-time status shall not be required to
serve a probationary period where such nurse has
previously completed one since her or his date of
last hire. Where no such probationary period has
been served, the number Iof tours worked (hours
worked for nurses whose regular hours of work are
other than the standard work day) during the nine
months immediately preceding the transfer shall be
credited towards the probationary period.
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IO.02

w A nurse who transfers from Icasual part-time or
full-time to regular part-time status shall not be
required to serve a probationary period where such
nurse has previously completed one since her or his
date of last hire. Wher42 no such probationary
period has been served, the number of tours
worke!d (hours worked for nurses whose regular hours
of work are other tha:n the standard work day)
during the nine (9) months immediately preceding
the transfer shall be credited towards the
probationary period.

(a) A seniority list shall be established for all full-
t:ime nurses covered by this Agreement who have
completeid their probationary period. For
information purposes on:Lyi the names o:E a:Ll full.-
time probationary nurses sh&ll ble included in the
seniority list.

(b) A seniority list shal:L be est#ablished  for all
regular part-time nurses covered by this Agreement
who have completed their probationary period. For
information purposes only, the names of all regular
p,art-time  probationary nurses shall be included in
the r;eniori.ty list. Seniority on such lists will
ble expressed in terms of total hours worked.

(c) A seniority list shall be’ maintained for casual
part-time nurses for the purposes of Article 10.06
only. Seniority on such lists will be expressed
in terms of total hours worked, and shall be
established on the following basis:

i) At hospitals where cas#ual nurses had seniority
under the priovisions  of a CoILlective  Agreement
prior to October 23, 3.981., such seniority
shall continue with accumulation of hours
worked since October 23, 19131.

ii) At hospita:Ls where there was no such
seniority, the seniority list in 10.02 (c)
sh(all show accumulation of hours worked since
October 23, 1981.

iii) Su'bseguently certified Hospitals shall
estab:lish  dates for the commencement of the
accumulation of seniority by local
negotiations in accordance with the terms of
the Memorandum of Conditions for Joint
Bargaining.

(d) A copy of the current seniority list will be filed
with the President of thle Loca-1 Association, or
designate, on reguest but not more. freguently th,an
once every six (6) months at a time to be
determined locally. A copy of the seniority list
shall also be posted at the same time.
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10.03 A nurse's full seniority and service shall be retained bh
the nurse in the event that the nurse is transferred from
full-time to part-time or in the event the nurse is
transferred from casual to regular part-time or vice-
versa. A nurse whose status is changed from full-time to
part time shall receive credit for her or his full
seniority and service on the basis of 1500 hours worked
for each year of full-time seniority or service. A nurse
whose status is changed from part-time to full-time shall
reczeive credit for her or his full seniority and service
on the! basis of one year of seniority or service for each
1500 lhours <worked,; Any time worked in excess of an
equivalent shall be pro-rated at the time! of transfer,

10.04 (Article 10.04 ,and Note 1 following Article 10.04 apply
to full-time nurses. only: Note 2 provides that the
accruad of seniority and service on pregnancy and
parental leave also applies to part time nurses; Note 3
provides that the clause (including the notes) must be
interpreted in al manner consistent with the Ontario IIumarll
Rights; Code).

If a nurse's absence without pay from thle Hospital
including absences under Article 11, Ileaves of Absence,
exceeds thirty (30) continuous calendar days the nurse
will not accumulate seniority or service for any purposes
undler the Collective Agreement for the period of the
absence im excess of thirty (30) continuous calendar days
unless otherwise provided and the nurse will become
responsible for full payment of any subsidized employee
benefits in which she or he is entitled to participate
during th,e period of absence. In the case of unpaid
approved leaves of absence in exc:ess of thirty (30)
continuous calendar days a nurse may arrange with the
Hospital to prepay the full premium of any applicable
subsidized  benefits' during the period of leave in ex:cess
of thirty (30) continuous calendar days to en,sure
continuing coverage.

Notwithstanding this provision, seniority shall accrue
for a period of one! year if a nurse's absence is due to
disability resulting in W.C.B. benefits or L.T.D.
benefits including the period of the disability program
covered ‘by Unemployment Insurance.

Notwitlhstanding  this provision, seniority and service
will accrue and the Hospital will continue to pay the
premiums for benefit p:Lans  for nurses for a period of up
to seventeen (1'7) weeks while al nurse is on pregnancy
leave under Article 11.07 and for a period of up to
eiglhteen (1811 weeks while a nurse is on parental leave
,under Article 11.08. Seniority and service will accrue
for an adoptive parent or a natural father for a period
(of up to thirty-five (35) weeks while such nurse is on a
parental lteave under Article 11.08.
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NOTE 1: Nurses presently enjoying <the accumulation of
seniority for greater periods shlall continue
to receive such seniori,ty.  benefits while
employed by the Rospital.

NOTE 2: The accrual of seniority and servic:e for
:nurses  on pregnancy 'and parental leave applies
to both full-time and part-time nurses.

NOTE 3: This clause shall be interpreted in a manner
consistent with the Ontario Human Rights Code.

10.05 A full-time or regular part-time nurse shall lose all
service and seniority and shall be deemed to have
terminated if the nurse:

(cl

id)

(e)

(f)

(9)

leaves of her or his own acc:ord;

is discharged and the discharge is not reversed
through the grievance or arbitration procedure;

has been laid off for twenty-four (24) calendar
months; save that, in order to take account of the
Social Contract Act, 1993, any loss of service and
seniority and any termination under this clause
(c) shall be deferred until March 31, 1996;

refuses to continue to work or return to work
during an emergency which seriously affects the
Hospital's ability to providie adeguate pati.ent
care, unless a, satisfactlory  reason is given to the
Hospital;

is absent from scheduled work for a period of three:
(:3) or more consecutive working days without
notifying the Hospital of such absence and1
providing a satisfactory reason to the Hospital.;

fails to return to work (subject-to the provisions
of 10.05 (e)) upon termination of an authorfzed
lleave of absence without satisfactory reason or
u,til:izes a leave of absence for purposes other than
that for wh,ich  the leave was g:ranted;

fails upon being notified of a recall to signify
her or his intention to return within twenty (20)
calendar d,ays after she or he has received the
notice of recall mailed by registered mail to the
last known address according to the records of
the Hospi.tal and fails to report to work
within ,thirty (30) calendar days after she or he
has received the notice of recall or such further
period of time as may be agreed upon by the
parties:
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(h) is absent from work due to illness or disabilit
for a period of thirty (30) months from the time
such absence commenced.

NOTE: This clause shall be interpreted in a manner consistent
with the Ontario Human Rights COd8.

10.06 (a) i) Where a permanent full-time vacancy occurs in
a classification within the bargaining unit or
a new full-time position within the bargaining
unit is established by the Hospital, such
vacancy shall be posted for a period of seven
(7) consecutive calendar days. Nurses in this
bargaining unit and nurses in another ONA
bargaining unit at the Hospital, if any, may
make written application for such vacancy
within the seven (7) day period referred to
herein. Subsequent vacancies created by the
filling of a posted vacancy are to be posted
for severi (7) consecutive calendar days.

i.i) Where a permanent regular part-time vacancy
occurs in a classification within the
bargaining unit or al
position

new regular part-time
within the Ibargaining unit is

estab:Lished  by the Hospital, such vacancy
shall be posted for a period of seven
co:nsecutive  calendar dalys.

(7)
Nurses in this

bargaining unit and nurses in another ONA
ba:rgaining  unit at the Hospital, if any, may
ma:ke written application for such vacancy
within the seven (7) day period referred to
herein. Subsequent vacancies created by the
filling of a posteid vacancy are' to be posted
fo:r seven (7) consIecutivtz calendar days.

(b) A. nurse may make a written reguest for transfer by
advising the Hospital and filing a Reguest  for
Transfe:r form her or his
qualifications,

indicating name,
experience, present area of

assignment, seniority and area of
assignment,,

reguested
A Request: for Transfer shall become

active as of the date it is received by the
Hospital and shad1 remain so until December 31
following. Such requests will be considered as
applications
vacancies

for posted vacancies and subsequent
created by the filling of a posted

vacancy.

A list of vacancies filled'in  the preceding month
under A:rticles 10.06 (a) and (b) t and the names
of the successful applicants, will be posted, with
a copy provided to the Association. Unsuccessful
applicants will be- notified.
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At the reguest of the Inurse, thle Hospital will
discuss with unsuccessful applicants ways in which
they can improve their qualtifications  for future
postings,,

I:c) Nurses shall be selected for positions under either
10.06 '(a) or (b) on the basis of their skill,
ablility, experience and gualifications. Where
these factors are relatively egual amongst the!
nurses considered, seniority shall govern providing
the successful applicant, if any, is qualified to
perform <the available work witbin an appropriate
fa,miliar.i.zal:ion period. Where seniority governs,
thLe most senior applicant, rega:rdless  of her or his
ONA bargaining unit, will be s'elected. Where the
applicant has been selected in accordance with this
Article (and it is subsequently determined that she
or ho cannot satisfactorily perform the job to
which she or he was promoted, the Hospital will
attempt, during the first thirty (30) tours (225
hours. for nurses lwhose regular hours, of work are
other than the standard work day) worked from the
date on which the nurse was first assigned to the
vacancy, to return the nurse to h'er or his former
job, and1 the filling of the subsequent vacancies
will likewise be reversed.

(d) Vacancies whiclh are not expected to exceed sixty
(60) ca:Lendar days and vacancies caused due to
illness, accident, leaves of absence (including
pregnancy iand parental) may be fille!d at the
discretion of the Hospital. In filling such
vacancies consideration shall be given to regular
part-time nurses in the bargaining unit on the
basis of seniority who are qualified to perform the
work in question. If the tiemporary vacancy is not
filled by a regular part-time nurse, consideration
w.i.11 be given to casual part-time nurses in the
bargaining unit on the basis of seniority who are
gualified to perform the work in guestion, prior to
utilizing non-bargaining unit nurses supplied by an
algency or registry. It is understood, however,
that where such vacancies occur on short notice,
f,ailure to offer part-time nurses such work shall
not result in any claim :for pay for time not worked
while propler arrangements are made to fill the
vacancy. Where part-time nurses fill temporary
full-time vacancies, such nurses shall be
considered regular part-time and shall be covered
by the terms o:E th,e part-time collective agreement.
Upon completion of the tiemporary vacancy, such
nurse shall ble reinsta'ted to her or his former
position unless the position has been discontinued,
in which cas'e <the nurse sh'all be given a
comparable job.
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(e) The Hospital shall have the right to fill an_
permanent vacancy on a temporary basis until the
posting procedure or 'the Request for Transfer
procedure providled herlein has been1 complied with
and arrangements have been made to permit the nurse
selected to fill the vacancy to be assigned to the
job.

(f) A nurse selected as a resullt of a posted vacancy or
a Request for Transfer need not be considered for a
further permanent vacancy for a period of up to six
(6) months from the date of her Ior his sel.ection.

10.07 (a) A "Layoff" shall include a reduction in a nurse's
hours of work, cancellation of all or part of a
nurse's scheduled shift and a displacement of a
nurse from her or his area of assignment.

(b) A 'fs:hort-term layoff" shall mean

i) a layoff resulting from a planne'd temporary
closure of any part of the Hospital's
facilities during all or part of the months of
July and1 August (a g8summer shutdownlU) or
during the period between December 15th and
Jainuary 15th inclusive ta "C!hristmas
shutdownql) ;

ii) a layoff resulting frlom an emergency which is
not antic:ipated  to exceed 3'3 calendar days.

(c) An "intermediate layoff" s:hall  mean

i) a layoff resulting from a planned tempora.ry
closure, not anticipated to exceed six months
in length, of any part of the Hospital's
facilities for the purpose of construction or
renovation;

ii) any other tempor'ary  layoff which is not
anticipated to exceed three months in length.

(d) A "long-term layoff" shall mean any ILayoff which is
neither a short-term nor an intermediate layoff.

(e) Tlhe Hos:pital shall provide the local Association
with no less than 90 calendar days' notice of a
summer shutdown, with reasonable notice of any
other short-term layoff, and with no less than 30
calendar days' notice, of an intermediate layoff.
Notice shall not be required in the case of a
cancellation of a'11 or part of a single scheduled
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shift, provided that Article 14.12 has been
complied with. In giving such notice, the Hospita:L
will indicate to the local Association the reasons
causing the layoff and the anticipated duration of
the layoff, and will identify <the nurses likely to
be affec'ted. xf requested, th'e Hospital will meet
with the local Association to rev.iew the effect om
nurses in the bargaining unit.

r: f) Thle Hospital shall provide t&e local Assolciation
with no less than 90 calendar days' notice of a
long-,term layoff and shall meet with the local
Association to review the following:

i) the reasolns causing the layoff:

ii) the service which the Hospital wil:L undertake
after the layoff:

iii) the method of implementation including the
areas of cut-back and the nurses to be laid
off; and

iv) any limits which the parties may agree on the
number of nurses who may be newly assigned to
a unit or area.

10.08 (1) In the event of a layoff, nurses shall be laid1 off
in the reverse order of #seniority  provided that the
nurses who are entitled to re:main on the basis of
seniority are qualified to perform the available
work ,, Stib ject to thle foregoing, probationary
nurses shall be first laid off.

(2) Nurses shall h,ave the following entitlements in the
event of a layoff:

(a) A nurse who has been notified of a short-term
layoff:' may:

i> accept the layoff; or

ii) accept an assignment by the Hospital to a
vacant position, provided she or he is
qualified to perform the available work,
and in making such an assignment the
Hospita.1 shall take account of the
nurse' s stated preference; or

iii) if there are not sufficient vacant

positions, displace the least senior
nurse in the bargaining unit whose work
she or he is qualified to perform.
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A nurse who has been notified of i31.

intermediate layoff may

i) accept the la'yoff;  or

ii) opt to retire if eligible under the terms
of the Hospitalls pension plan ilS
outLined in Article 17.04; or

iii) elect to transfer to a vacant position,
provided she or he is qualified to
perform the available work:; or

iv) displace the least senior nurse in the
bargaining unit Iwhose work she or he is
gualified to perform.

A nurse who has been notified of a longs-term
layoff may

i) (accept the layoff: or

ii) opt to retire if eligib:Le unde!r  the terms
of the Hospitailfs pension plan i1.S

outlined in Article 17.04; or

iii) elect to transfer to iL Vi3CaIlt  pas :it ion
provided that she or he is qualified to
perform the available work: or

iv) displace another nurse in any
classification who has lesser bargaining
unit seniority and whose work the nurse
subject to layoff is qualified to
perform.

In al:L cases of layoff:

i) Any agreement between the Hospital and
the Association aoncerning  the method of
implementation of a layoff shall take
precedence over the terms of this
article. The unava~ilability of a
representative of the ,Association  shall
not delay any meeting regarding layoffs
or staff reductions.

ii) Where iB vacancy occurs in a position
following a layoff hereunder as a result
of which a nurse has been transferred to
another position, the affected nurse will
be offered the o:ppo:rtunity to return to
her or his former position providing such
vacancy occurs within six (6) months of
the date of layoff. Where the nurse
returns to her or his former position
there shall be no obligation to consider
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the vacancy under Article 3.0.06. Where
the nurse refuses the opportunity to
return to her or his former position the
nurse shall advise the Hospital in
writing.

No reduction in the hours of work shall
take place to prevent or reduce the
impact of a layoff without the consent of
the Assoiciation.

Al.1 regular part-t:ime and ful.l-time
nurses represented by the Association who
are on layoff will be given a job
opportunity in the full-timle and regular
part-'time categories before any new nurse
is hired into either category.

Full-time and part-time layoff and recall
rights shall be separate.

Casual part-ti.me nu:rses shall not be
utilized while full-time or regular part-
time nurses remain on layoff, unless the
provisions of Article 10.09 have been
complied with.

No new nurses shall be hired until all
those nurses tiho retain the right to be
recalled have been given an opportunity
to return to work.

viii) In this Article (10.08),  a Wacant
positionff shall mean a position for
which the posting process has been
com:pleted and no successful applicant
has been appointed.

1.0.09 Full-time and regular part-time nurses shal.1 be reca:Lled
in the order o:E seniority unless otherwise agreed
Ibetween the Hospital and the local Association, subject
to the fo:Llowingr provisions, provided that a nurse
recalled is qualified to perform the available work:

(a) Full-time and regular p,art-time nurses on layoff
may notify thle Hospital of their interest ln
acceptin,g occaisional vacancies and/or temporary
vacancies whic:h m#ay arise and for which they are
qualified. Such notification of interest shal:L
state any restrictions on the type of assignment
which a nurse is willing to accept, and shal :I
remain valid for six weeks. However if iP nurse
declines an occasional or temporary vacancy the
Hospital. shall not be obliged to call upon the
nurse again during the balance of such six-week
period.
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3.0. 1.0

(b) For the purposes of this articl.e, an 8fioccasional
vacancyI shall mean an assignment; which f~
anticipated nolt t'o exceed five shifts (37.5 hours).
Occasional vacancies shall be offered first to
regular part-time nurses on layoff who have
expressed interes't, and if no such part-time nurse
accepts then to full-time nurses on layoff who have
e:Kpressed  interes,t, and if no such full.-time nurse
accepts then to casual part-time nurses.

(cl For the purposes of this article, a "temporary
VilCallCy” shall mean an assignment which is anti-
cipated to exceed five shifts (37.5 hours). Temp-
orary vacancies which arise in the full-time
bargaining unit shall be offered by seniority first
to f'ull-time  nurses on layoff who have expressed
imterest, and if no such full-time nurse accepts
then by seniority to regular part-time nurses on
layoff who have expressed interest, and if no such
p a r t - t i m e  nurse (accepts then to casual part-time
nurses. Temporary vacancies which arise in the
part-time unit shall be offered by seniority first
to regular part-time nurses on layoff who have
expressed interest, and if no such part-time nurse
accepts then by senior.ity  to full-time nurses on
layoff who have expressed interest, and if no such
full--time nurse (accepts then to casual part-time
nurses.

(d) A nurse to whom an occasional or temporary vacancy
is offered may accept or decline such vacancy and
im either case shall maintain her or his pos'ition
on the recall list. Acceptance of a temporary or
occasional vacancy sha;Ll not constitute a recall
from layoff unless the temporary vacancy is anti-
cipated to exceed sixty (60) calendar days. A
full-time nurse on layoff who accepts a temporary
or occasional vacancy shall1  be paid her or his
regular full-time rate of pay together with a
percentage payment in lieu of benefits at the rate
specified for part-time nurses at the Hospital; a
full-time nurse who has worked for more than 600
hours in 140 c(alendar days as the result of
accepting 'one or more temporary vacancies sha:Ll
thereafter be eligible for benefit coverage as a
full-time nurse and shall be paid accordingly, and
shall continue! toI receive lbenefit coverage so long
as she or he continues to fill a temporary vacancy.

(a) A nurse who is transferred to a position outside of
the bargaining unit for a period of not more than
one (1) year shall, subjec:t to (d) below, retain,
but not accumulate, her o:r his seniority he:Ld at
the time of the transfer. In the event the nurse is
returned to a pos.ition  'in the bargaining unit, she
or he shall. be credited with seniority held at the
time of transfer and resume accumulation from the
date of her or his return to the bargaining unit,
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In the event that a nurse is transferred to a
position outside of the bargaining unit for a
pe:rioti  in excess (of one (1~) year@ she or he will.
1o:se all seniority held at this time of transfer.
In the event the nurse is returned to a position in
the bargaining unit, the nurse's seniority will
accrue from the date of her or his return to the
bargaining unit.

In the ease of nurses who are employed by the
Hospital in a position outsidle of the bargaining
unit as at May 1, 1994, such nurses shall be
credited with seniority :held at the time ol:"
transfer and resume accumulation from the date of
their return to the bargaining unit if s,uch return
occurs prior to April 30, 1997.

In the event that a nurse is transferred out of
the bargaining unit under (a) above for a period of
six (6) month,,= or an academic year and is retuxned
to a position in the bargaining unit, she or he
shall not suffer any loss of seniority, service or
benefits. ltt is understood and agreed that a n'urse
may decline such offer to transfer and that the
period of time referred to above may be extended
by agreement of the parties.

Nuzses who are in supervisory positions excluded
from the bargaining unit shall not perform duties
normally performed by nurses in the bargaining unit
whlich. shall directly cause or result in the
laiyoff, loss of seniority or service or reduction
in benefits to nurses in the bargaining unit.

The Hospital shall not contract out the work of a
bargaining unit nurse if, as a re,sult of such con-
tracting out, any bargaining unit nurse other than
a casual part-time nurse is laid off, displaced or
loses hours of work or pay. 'Prior to contracting
out any av,ailable  work, the Hospital will first
offer the work on the basis of seniority to regular
part-time nurs'es in the bargaining unit. Contract-
ing out to an employer who is organized and who
will employ the employees of the bargaining unit
who would otherwise be laid off, with similar terms
and conditions, of employment, is not a breach of
this provision. This cllause will not apply toI the
ad hoc use of agency or registry nurses for single
shift coverage of vacancies due t:o illnesrs  or
leaves of absence.

10.12 :In the event of a rationalization  or consolidation of any
part of the ser.vices of the Hospital with those of
,anoither hospital or hospitals, the Hospital and the Asso-
lciation agree to implement the Guidelines for Employee
Transfer Arrange:ments in Hospital Se:wice Rationalization
established by the Ontario Hospital Industry Labour
:Maniagement Committee, to the extent possible within the
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terms of this collective agreement. In implementing the
Gu.idelines the parties will 'be yuided by the following:

(a) the Hospital sha:Ll notify affected nurses and the
Association as soon as a formal decision to
rat ional ize is taken (ref: Guidelines,
para\graph 2) ;

(b) the Hospital and the Association shall begin
discussions concerning the specifics of the ration-
alization forthwith after a decision to rationalize
is taken (ref:: Guidelims, paragraph 3);

(cl as soon as possible in the course of deve:Loping  a
plan for the implementation of the rationalization
the Hospital shall notify affected nurses and the
Association of the projected staffing needs, and
their location, which are anticipated to result
[ref: Guidelines, paragraph 6); notice to
affected nurses and the Association shall include
the estimated number and types of positions antici-
pated to be available, and their location, as the
result of the rationalization (ref: Guidelines,
paragraph '7) ;

(d:l if services in the Hospital are to be reduced or
eliminated as the result of a rationalization,  or
if the employment of nurses is otherwise to be
affected, the Hospital shall prepare a list of the
affected nurses in order of seniority by jobs for
which it considers such nurses are eligible. This
list will be updated to reflect any changes due to
employees leaving or entering the unit
Guideli:nes, paragraph 7);

(ref:

(4 if a rationalization is, anticipated to result in a
l.oss of employment for nurses at another hospital
by reason of the establishment of a nlew unit or the
enlargement or extension 0:f services at the
Hospital:

i) in the period. before a rationalization  takes
place, where a permanent vacancy occurs and
has not been filled after Article 10.06 has
been complied with, the vacancy shal:L be
filled by the senior gualified employee of the
other hospital who wishes to make an early
transfer. A nurse taking such a position
shall be treated as a Wansferring employee
and not as a new hire (ref: Guidelines,
paragraph. 5) ;

ii) when the,rationalization takes place, and when
nurses formerly employed by the other hospital
or hospitals involved are transferred to the
Hospital, such nurses shal:L maintain their
seniority dates and shall be placed; on
semiority lists at the Hospital accordingly.
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Thereafter they shall exercise
rights in accordance with this

. seniority
agreement (ref:

Guidelines, paragraph 13) I) :Following  imple-
mentation of the rationalizatfon, no nurse who
has been transferred to the Hospital shall
suf:fer  a reduction in wages. If the wage grid
in effect at the Hospital does not correspond
to the grid in effect al: the hcrspi.tal  at:
which suc:h nurses were formerly employed,
nurses w:hose wages were not identical to a
wagte s,tep on the Hospitalls  grid shall be
moved to the next higher step0 Where the
transferring nurse's salary exceeds the range
maximum, the nurse's salary will be maintained
(ref: Guidelines, paragraph 14) ;

nurses who have been transferred to the
Hospital shall be subject to the benefit plans
of the Hospital in the manner provided under
the collective agreement. The retention,,
modification or 'abandonment of s,upe:rior
condit.ions and the provisions of sick leave
plans, to which nurses who have been
transferred to the Hospita:L were formerly
subject, shall be negotiated between the
Associ(ation  and the Hospital. Nurses who have
been transferred to the Hospital shall retain
their former level of vacation entitlement or
shall be entitled to the! level provided by
this agreement, whichever is the greiater (ref:
Guidelines, paragraph 15);

Hours of wor:k shall be those of the Hospital
(rerf: Guidelines, par'agraph 16);

A nurse who has been transferred to the
Hospital (and who has not completed her or his
probationary period at the hospital where she
or he was formerly employed sha:Ll receive
credit for her service during such
probationary period, and shall complete the
balance o:f the probationary period required by
this agreeme:nt. No new probationary period
shall be served by a nurse who has been
transferred to the Hospital (ref: Guidelines,
paragraph 17).

NOT:E 1:: In the! bargaining units where full-time and part-time
nurses are both employed, seniority lists and layoff and
recall rights of part-time nurses shall be separate from
full-time nurses.

NOTE 2: The seniority list referred to in Article IO.02 shall
inc:lude ainy other information that is currently provided
to the Association.
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,jIRT:ICLE1JL - LEAVES OF ABSENCE

11.01 Wri.tten requests for a personal leave of absence without
pay will be considered on an individual basis by the
Director of Nursing or designate.
be given as far in advance as

Such requests are to
possible and a written

reply will be given within fourteen (14) days: except
in cases of emergency in which case a reply will be given

possible.
~ke~~~~ab~~  withheld.,

Such leave shall1 not be

11.02 Lea.ve for Association BusinessI-d-

The Hospital agrees to grant leaves of absence, without
pwh to nurses selected by the Association to attend
AssIociation  lousiness including conferences, conventions
and Provincial Committee meetings. The cumulative total
leave of absence, the amount of n'otice, the number of
nurses that may be absent at any one time and from any
one area and tlhe number of 'days is set out in the
Appendix of Local Provisions. During such leave of
absence, a nurse's salary and applicable benefits or
percentage in lieu of fringe benefits shall be maintained
by the Hospital and the local. Association agrees to
reimburse the Hospital in the! amount of the daily rate of
the fu.ll-time nurse or in the amount of the full: cost of
such salary and percentage in lieu of fringe benefits of
a part-time nurse except for Provincial Committee
meetinlgs which will be reimbursed by the Association.
The Hospital will bill the local Association within a
reason'able  period of time. Part-time nurses wi:Ll
receivle seniority credit for all leaves granted under
this A:rticle,,

:t 1 . Cl 3 Leave, Board of Directors

A nurse who is elected to the Board of Directors of the
Ontario Nurses' Association, other than to the office of
President I shLal1 be granted upon reguest such leave(s) of
absence as she or he maly require to fulfil1 the duties of
the position. Reasonable notice 4- sujrf icient  to
adequately al.low thie Bospital to minimize! disruption of
its services shall be given to the Hospital for such
leave of absence!. Notwithstanding Article 10.04,  there
shall be no loss of seniority or service for a full-time
nurse during such lteave of atbsence. There sha:Ll be no
loss of seniority 01: service :for a part-time nurse during
suclh leave of absence. Leawe of absence under this
,provis:ion  shall be '. addition to the
leave provided in A%cle Il.02

Association
above. During such

leave of absence, the nurse's salary and applicable
Ibenefits shall be maintained by the Hospital and the
,Association  agrees toI reimburse the Hospital in the
,amount of the.
Ibenefits.

full cost of such salary and app1icabl.e
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Upon application in iwriting by the Association on behalf
of the nurse to the Hospital, a leave of absence shall be
granted to such nurs'e elected to the office of President
of the Ontario Nurses' Association for al period of up to
three (3) consecutive years. Notwithstanding Article
ItO. 04, there shall be no loss of serxice or seniority for
21 full-time nurse during such leave of absence. Th.ere
shall be no loss of service or seniority for a part-time
nurse duri:ng such\  leave of absencle. During such leave of
absence, the nurse's salary and applicable benefits shlall
be maintained by the Hospital and the Association agrees
to reimburse the Hospital in the iamount  of the full cost
of such salary and applicable benefits,. It is
understood, Ihowever, that during such leave the nurse
shall ble dieemed to be an employee of the Ontario Nurses'
Association. The nurse agrees to notify the Hospital of
her or his intention to return to work at least two (2)
weeks prior to the date of such return.

11.05 L'eavtb13ereavement---c

A full-time or regular part-time nurse who notifies the
Hospita~l as soon as possible following a bereavement
shall be granted three (3) consecutive working days off
without loss of regular pay for scheduled hours, in
conjunction with the day of the funeral of a member of
her or his immediate family. lfImmedia'te  family'"  means
parent, brother, sister, spouse, son, daughter, son-in-
law Ir daughter-in-law, mother-in-law, father-in-law,
brother-in-law, sister-in-law, grandparent
grandchild.. mlSp~~setU lEor the purposes of bereaveme::
leave will include a partner of the same sex,, Where a
nurse does not gualify under the above-noted conditions,
the Hospital may nonetheless grant a paid bereavement
leave. The Hospital, in its discretion, may extend such
leave with or without pay.

11.06 Jurv & Witness Dutv

:If a full-time or regul(ar part-time nurse is required to
serve as al juror in any court of law, or is required to
(attend as a witness in a court proceeding in which the
Crown is a pa:rty,, or is reguired by subpoena to attend ai
Icourt cf law or coroner's inguest in connection with al
'case arising :Erom the nurse's duties at the hospital, the
:nurse shall not lose regular pa'y becaluse of such
attendance and shall not be required to work on the day
of such duty provided that the nurse:

(a) notifies the Hospital immediately on the nurse's
notification that she or he will be required to
attend court;
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(b) presents proof of service requiring the nurseIF
attendance;

(a) deposits with the Hospital thle full amount of
compensation received excluding mileage, travelling
and meal allowances and an official receipt where
available,

(a.1

@I)

(cl

(d)

Pregnancy leave will be granted in accordance with
the provisions 'of the Employment 8tanda:rds Act,
except where amended in this provision. A nurse
who is eligible for a pregnancy leave may extend
the leave for a period of up to twelve (12) months'
duration, inclusive of any parental leave.

The nurse shall give written notification at least
one (1) mo:nth in advance of the date of
commencement of such leave and the expected date of
return,

The nurse shad1 reconfirm her intention to return
to work on the date originally approved in
subsection (b) above by written notification
received by the Hospital at least four (4) weeks in
advance thereof. The nurse shall be reins'tated  *to
her former position unless the position has been
discontinued in which case she shall be given a
comparable! job.

Nurses newly hired to replace nurses who are on
approved pregnancy leave may be released and such
release shall not be the subject of a grievance or
arbitration. If retained by the Hospital, in a
Ipermanent position, the nurse shall loe credited
<with seniority from date of hire subject to
successfully completing her or his probationaxy
Iperiod. The nurse sh'all be crledited with tours
'worked (hours worked for nurses whose regular hours
(of work are. other than the standard work day)
#towards the probationary period provided in
,Article 10.01 (a) to a maximum of 30 tours (2:25
Ihours for nurses whose regul'ar hours of work are
other than the standard work day).

The Hospital will outline to nurses hired to fill
such temporary vacancies the circumstances giving
rise to the vacancy and the special conditions
relating to such employment.
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The Hospital may reguest a nurse to commence
pregnancy lleave at such time as the duties of her
position cannot reasonably be performed by a
pregnant woman or the performance or non-
performance of her work is materially affected by
the pregnanlcy.

On confirmation by the Unemployment Insurance
Commission of the appropriateness of the Hospital's
Supplemental Unemployment Benefit (SUB) Plain, a
nurse whto is on pregnancy leave (as provided under
this Agreement who has alpplied for and is in
receipt 0:f Unemployment Insurance pregnancy
benefits, pursuant to Section 113 of the Unemployment
Insuranoe Act shall be paid a supplementarl
unemployment benefit. That benefit will be
equivalent to the! difference between seventy-five
percent (75%) of her regular weekly earnings and
the sum of her <weekly IJnemployment 1nsuranc:e
benefits and any other earnings. Such payment
shall commence fo:Llowing  completion of the two week
Unemployment Insurance waiting periold, and receipt
by the H o s p i t a l of the nurse's Unemployment
Insurance 'cheque stub as proof that she is in
receipt of Unemployment Insurance pregnancy
benefits, and shall continue while the nurse is in
receipt of such benefits for a :maximum period of
fifteen (15) weeks. The nurseus regular wleekly
e(arnings dhall b'e determined by multiplying her
regu:Lar hourly rate on her last day worked prior to
the commencemlent of the leave times her normal
weekly hours.

The cemp:Loyee  does not have any vested right except
to receive payments for the covered unemployment
period. The plan provides that payments in respect
of guaranteed annual remuneration .OI: in respect of
deferred remuneration or severance pay benefits are
not reduced or increased by payments received under
the Iplan.

11.08 Parentai Leave

(a) A nurse who becomes a parent of a child is eligible
to take a parental leave in accordance with the
provisions of the Employment Standards Act,
except <where amended in this provis.ion',

(b)l A nurse who has taken a p:regnancy  leave under
Article 11.07 is eligible to be granted a parental
leave of up to eighteen (18) weeks' duration, in
accordance with the Employment Standards Act. A
nurse who is eligible for a Iparental leave who is
the natural1 father or is an adloptive parent may
extend the parental leave for in period of up to
twelve (l;!) months duration, consideration being
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given to any requ.irements of adoption a\uthorities.
In cases of adoption, the nurse shall advise thL
hospital as far in advance as possible with
respect to a prospective adoption and shall request
the leave of absence, in writing, upon receipt of
confirmation of the pendiny  adopt:ion. If, because
of late receipt of confirmation of the pending
adoption, the nurse finds it impossible to request
the lealve of absence in writing, the request may
be made verbally and subsequently verified in
writing.

(c) The nurse shal:L be reinstated to her or his former
position, unltess that position has been
discontinued, in which case the n'urse  shall be
given a comparable job.

(d) Nurses newly hired to replace nurses who are on
approved parental leave may be released and such
release shall not be the subject of a grievance or
arbitration. If retained by the Hlospital, in a
permanent position, the nurse shall be credited
with seniority from date of hire sub:ject to
successfull:y  completing her or his probationary
periald. The nurse shall be credited with tours
worked (hours worked for nurses whose regular hours
of work are other than the standard work day)
towards the probationary period provided in Article
10.01 (a) to a maximum of 30 tours (22% hours for
nurses whose regular  hours of work are other than
th.e standard work day).

The Hospital will outline to nurses hired to fill
such temporary vacancies, the circumstances giving
rise to the vacancy and the special conditions
relating to suc:h employment.

(e) On confirmation by the Unemployment Insurance
Commission of the appropriateness of the Hospitalls
Supplemental Unemployment Benefit (SUB) Plan, a
nurse who is on parental leave as provided under
this Agreement who has a;pplied for (and is in
receipt of Unemployment Insurance parental benefits
pursuiwk t o Section 20 of the Unemployment
Insurance Act shall be paid a supplemental
unlemp:Loyment: benefit. That benefit wil:L be
equivalent to the difference  b.etween seventy-five
percent (75%) of the nurse's
ea:rnings

regular weekly
and the! sum of her or his weekly

Unemployment Insurance benefits and any other
ea:rnings. Such payment shall commence following
completion of the two week Unemployment Insurance
waiting period, and receipt by the Hospital of the
nurseV s Unemployment Insurance cheque stub as proof
that she or h,e is in receipt of' Unemployment
Insurance! parental beneifits  and shall continue
while the! nurse is in receipt of such benefits for
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a maximum period of ten (10) weeks. The nurse's
regular weekly eiarnings shall bIe determined by
multiplying her or his regular hourly rate on her
or his lalst day worked prior to the conmencement  of
the leave times her or his normal weekly hours.

The e:mployee does not have a,ny vested right except
to' receive payments for the covered unemployment
period. The plan provides that payments in respect
of guaranteed annual remuneration or in respect of
deferred remuneration or severance pay benefits are
nolt reduced or increased by payments received under
the plan,

11.09 pducation Leave

(a)

(b)

(c)

Leave of absence, without pay, for the purposes of
further (education directly :related to the nurse's
employment with the Hospital may be granted on
written application by the nurse to the Director of
Nursing or designate. Requests for such leave
will not be unreasonably denied.

A full-time or regular part-time nurse shall be
entitled to leave of absence without loss of
earnings from her or his regularly scheduled
working hours for the purpose of writing any
examinations required in any recognized course in
which nurses are enrolled to upgrade their nursing
qualifications.

Leave of absence without loss of regular earnings
from regularly scheduled hours for the purpose of
attending short courses, workshops or seminars
directly related to the nurse's employment at the
hospital may be granted at the discretion of the
Hospital upon written application by the nurse to
the Director of Nursing.or designate.

11.10 IProfessional  leave with pay will be granted to full-time
and regular part--time nurses'  who are elected to the
Colltege of Nurses to attend regularly scheduled meetings
of the College of Nurses.

Any employee who is on an authorized leave of absence as
of October 23, 1981, shall be entitled to continue the
leave in accordance with the terms thereof.
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11.:11 Pre-Paid Leave Play

Effective April 1, 3L989, the Hospital agrees to introduce
a pre-paid leave program, fundeid  solely by the nurse,
subject to the following terms and conditions:

(a)

(b)

(cl

(d)

(e)

(f)

(9)

The plan ir3 available to nurses wishing to spread
four (4) years' salary over a five (5) year period,
in accofdame with Part WI11 of the Income Tax

=;& Section 6801, to enable them to take a~~La$.s!L
year leave of abs'ence following the four

(4) years of salary deferral.

The nurse must make written application to the
Director of Nursing at least six (6) months prior
to the intended commencement date of the program
(i.e., the salary deferral portion),
intended purpose of the leave.

stating the

The number of nurses that may be absent at any one
time shall be determined by local negotiations.
The year for purposes of the program shall be
September 1 of one year to August 31 the following
year or such other twelve (12) month period as may
be agreed upon by the nurse, the local Association
and the Hospital.

Written applications will
Director of Nursing or

be reviewed by the
designate. Leaves

requested for the purpose of pursuing further
formal nursing education will be given priority.
Applications for leaves requested for other
purposes will be given the next level of priority
on the basis of seniority.

During the four (4) years of salary deferral, 20%
of the nurse's gross annual earnings will be
deducted ahd held for the nurse and will not be
accessible to her or him until the year of the
lreave or upon <withdrawal from the plan.

The manner in which the deferred salary is lheltl
shall be at the discretion of the Hospital.

All deferred salary,  plus accrued interest, if any0
slnallt be paLid to the nurse at the commencement of
the lteave or in accordance 'with such other payment
schedule! as may be agreed upon betweeh the Hospital
and the nurse.
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(h) All benefits shall be kept whole during the four
(4) years of salary deferral. During the year of
the leave, seniority will accumulate. Service for
the purpose of vacation and salary progression and
other benefits will be retained but will not
accumulate during th8 period of leave. Full-time
nurses shall become responsible for the full
payment of premiums for any health and welfare
benefits in which they are participating.
Contributions to the Hospitals of Ontario Pension
Plan will be in accordance with the Plan. Full-
time nurses will not be eligible to participate in
the disability income plan during the year of
leave.

(i) A nurse may withdraw from the plan at any time
during the deferral portion provided three (3)
months notice is given to the Director of Nursing.
Deferred salary, plus accrued interest, if .any,

will be returned to the nurse, within a reasonable
period of time.

(j) If the nurse terminates employment, the deferred
salary held by the Hospital plus accrued interest,
if any, will be returned to the nurse within a
reasonable period of time. In case of the nurse's
death, the funds will be paid to the nurse's
estate. a

(k) The Hospital will endeavour to find a teimporary
replacement for the nurse as far in advance as
practicable. If the Hospital is unable to find a
suitable replacement, it may postpone the leave.
The Hospital*will  give the nurse as much notice as
is reasonably possible. The nurse will have the
option of remaining in the Plan and rearranging
the ILeave at a mutually agreeable time or of
withdrawing from the Plan and having the deferred
salary, plus accrued interest, if any, paid out to
the nurse within a reasonable period of time.

r(l) The nurse will be reinstated to her or his former
polsition unltess the position has been discontinued,
in which case! the nurse shall be given a
colmparable  Ijob'.

I(m) Final approval folr entry into the pre-paid  leave
program will be subject to the nurse entering into
a formal agreement with the Hospital in order to
authorize the Hospital to make the appropriate
deductions from the nurse's play. Such agreement
will includle:

(al) A statement that the nurse is entering the
pre-paid  leave program in accordance with
Article ll.l:L of the C!ollective  Agreement:.
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(b) The period of salary deferral and the perioL
for which the leave is requested.

(c) The manner in which the deferred salary is to
be held.

The letter of application from the nurse to the
Hospital to enter the pre-paid  leave program will
be appended to and form part of the written
agreement.

11.12 Secondments

A nurse who is seconded from the Hospital to a bipartite
or tripartite committee/position  involving the Health
Sector or the Broader Public Sector shall be granted a
leave of absence without pay for a period of up to five
(5) years. Notwithstanding Article 10.04 there shall be
no loss of seniority or service during such leave.
Subject to the agreement of the agency to which the nurse
is seconded, the nurse's salary and applicable benefits
shall be maintained by the hospital and the hospital
shall be reimbursed for the full cost of salary and
applicable benefits by the agency to which the nurse is
seconded. The nurse agrees to notify the Hospital of her
or his intention to return to work at least two (2) weeks
prior to the date of such return.

NOTE 1: (Note 1 applies to full-time nurses only)

Provisions in existing Collective Agreements providing
for paternity leave shall be continued in effect and
added to the above provisions in such Collective
Agreements.

NOTE 2: (Note 2 applies to full-time nurses only)

Provis.ions in existing Collective Agreements providing
for time off to study for College of Nurses examinations,
to write registration examinations or examinations for
courses of study related to employment shall be continued
in effect and added to the above! provisions in such
Collective Agreements.

jsRTICLEl12 - SICIK LEAVE AND LIONG-TERM  DISABIIXTY

(Articles 12.01 Ito X2.3.4 arpply to full-time nurses only)

I2 . 01 The Hospital will #assume total responsibility for
providing and funding a short-term sick leave plan at
least equivalent to that described in the 1990 Hospitals
of Ontario Disability Income Plan broc:hure.
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The Hospital will pay 75% of the billed premium towards
coverage of eligible employlees under the long-term
disability portion oIf t:he Plan (HOODIP or an equivalent
plan). The employee will pay the balance of the billed
premium through payroll deduction. For the purpose of
transfer to the short-term portion of the disability
program., employees on the payroll as of the effective
date! of the transfer w.ith three (3) months or more of
service shall be! deemeld to have three (:3) months of
service. For the purpose of tra:nsfer to the long-term
portion of the disability program, employees on the
active payroll as of the effective date of the transfer
with one (1) year or more of service shall be deemed to
have one (1) lyeal: of service.

12.02 Effective the first of the month following the transfer,
all existing sick leave plans in the Participating
Hospitals shal.l be terminated and 'any provisions relating
to such plans shall be null and void under the respective
Collective Agreements except as to those provisions
relating to payout of unuse.d  sick lieave benefits which
are specifically dealt with hereinafter.

12.03 Existing sick le#ave credits for each employee shall be
converted to a sick leave bank to the cred.it of the
employee. The sick leave bank shall contain the unused
sick leave days to the credit of the nurse on the
effective date of the transfer to the Plan set out in
Article 12.01. The "sick leave bank" s'hall be utilized
to :

(a) supplement payment for sick leave days under the
new plan which would otherwise be alt less than full
wagesI, and;

(b) where a payout provision existled under the former
sick leave plan in the Collective Agreement, payout
shall be made on the termination of e:mployment,  or
in the case of death, to the nurse's estate. The!
amount of the payout shall be al cash settlement at
the nurse's then current salary rate for .any unused
sick credits to the maximum provided under the sick
leave! plan in which the nurse partic:ipated  as of
the date of this award;

(cl where 1 as of the effective date of transfer, an
employee does not have the required s;ervice to
qualify for payout on termination, her or his
existing sick leave credits as of that date shall.
nevertheless be converted to a sick leave bank in
accordance with tlhe foregoing and the nurse shall.
be entitled to the! same cash out provisions as set
out in paragraph (b) above providing the nurse
subsequently achieves the necessary service to
gualify for payout under the clonditions  of the
sick leave plan in which she or he! participated as
of the date of this award:
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(all where a payout provision existed under the former
sick leave: plan in the C!ollective Agreement, a
nurse who, as of the da,te of this award, has
alccumulated  sick leave credits and is prevented
from working for the Hospital on account of an
occupational illness or accident that is recognized
by The Workers' Compensation Board as compensable
within the! meaning of The Workers' Compensation
Act, the Hospital, on application from the nurse,
will supplement the award made by The Workem'
Compensation Board for loss of wages to the nurse
by such amount that the award of The Workers'
Compensation Board for loss of wages, together with
the supplementation of the Hospital, will equal one
hundred per cent (100%) of the nurse's net earnings
to the limit of the nurse's accumulated sick leave
credits. Nurses may utilize such sick leave
credits while awaiting approval of a claim for
Worker's Compensation.

12.04 When a nurse has.completed  any portion of her or his
regularly scheduled tour prior to going on sick leave
benefits or Workers* Compensation benefits, the nurse
shall be paid for the balance of the tour at her or his
regular s,traight time hourly rate. This provision will
not disentitle the nurse to a lieu day under Article
15.05 if she or he otherwise qualifies.

12.05 Nurses returning to work from an illness or injury
compensable under Workers' Compensation will be assigned
light work as necessary, if available.

12.06 A nurse who transfers from full-time to part-time may
elect to retain her or his acc:umulated  sick leave credits
to be utilized during part-time or subsequent full-time
employment as provided under the sick leave plan in which
the nurse participates as of October 23, 1981.

12.07 Jw? dispute which may arise concerning a nurse's
entitlement to short-term or long-term benefits under
HOODIP may be subject to grievance and arbitration under
the provisions of this Agreement.

12.08 Nurses presently employed who are covered by a long-term
disability plan in effect as of the date of this award,
may elect to be covered by HOODIP or to continue their
present coverage.

12.09 The Hospital further agrees to pay employees an amount
equal to any loss of benefits under HOODIP for the first
two days of the fourth and subsequent period of absence
in any calendar year.
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12 . 10

12 . ll

12.12

1:2 . 13

12.14

During the term of operation of this Collective!
Agreement, the Hospitals will meet and consult with the!
Association with the view to assisting the parties in the!
next set of ne:gotiations to improve the benefit coverage!
provided b:y HOODIP.

The Hospital will notify each nurse of the amount of
unused sick leave in her or his bank annually.

For nurses whose regular hours of work are other than
the standard work day, the short term sick leave plan
will provide payment for the number of hours of absence
according to the scheduled tour tlo a total of 562. Ei
h o u r s . All other provisions of the existing plan shall
alpply muta'tis mutandis.

Absences due to1 pregnancy related illness shall be
c:onsidered  as sick leave under the sick leave pl,an.

A nurse who is absent from work as a result of an illness
or injury sustained at work and who has been awaiting
approval of a claim for Workergs Compensation for a
period longer than one complete pay period may apply to
the Hospital for payment equivalent to the lesser of the
benefit the nurse would re'ceive from Workers'
Compensation if the nurse's claim was approved, or the
benefit to which the nurse woul'd  be entitled under the
short term sick portion of the disability income plan
(HOODIP or equivalent plan). Payment will be provrded
only if the nurse provides evidence of disability
satisfactory to the Hospital and a written undertaking
satisfactory to the Hospital that any payments lwill be
refunded to the Hospital following final determination of
the claim by The Workers' Compensation Board. If the
claim for Workers' Ccmpensation is not approved, the
monies paid as an advance will be applied towards the
benefits to which the nurse would be entitled under the
short term portion of the disability income plan, Any
payment under this provision will continue for a maximum
of fifteen (15) weeks.

(Articles 12.15 and 12.16 apply to part time nurses only)

12.15 Part-time nurses returning to work from an illness or
injury compensable under Workers' Compensation will be
assigned light work as necessary, if available.

12.16 A nurse'who  transfers from full-time to part-time may
elect to retain her or his accumulated sick leave credits
to be utilized  during part-time or subsequent full-time
employment as, provided under the sick leave plan in
which the nurse participates as of October 23, 1981.
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,~T:ICWS13 - HOWRS OF WORK

13.101 The following provision designating regular hours on a
daily tour and regular daily tours over the nursing
schedule determined by the Hospital shall not be
construed to be a guarantee of the hours of work to be
performed on each tour or during each tour schedule.

Subject to Article 13.02 below:

(a) The normal daily tour shall be seven and one-half
(7 l/2) consecutive hours in any twenty-four (24)
htour period exclusive Iof (an unpaid one-half (l/2)
hour meal period, it being understood that at the
change of tour there will normally be additional
time reguired f o r reporting which shall be
considered to be part of the normal daily tour, for
a period of up to fifteen (15) minutes duration.
Should the reporting time extend beyond fifteen
(15) minutes, however, the entire period shall be
considered overtime for the purposes of payment
under Article 14

(b) Nurses shall be entitled, subject to the exigencies
of patient care, to relief periods during the tour
on the basis of fifteen (1.5) minutes for each half
tour. The scheduling of meal p'eriods and relief
periods shall be determined by local negotiations.

(c) The regular daily tours of duty of a full-time
nurse shall average five (5) days per week over
the nursing schedule determined by the Hospital.
Full-time nursing schedules shall be determined by
local negotiation. Full-time nurses in the
bargaining unit engaged in teaching in Schools for
R.P.N.'s shall work a flexible schedule, Monday
to Friday, averaging 37 l/2 hours per week over the
schedule to be determined by local negotiations.

(d) Where a nurse notifies her or his supervisor that
she or he has been or will be unable to take the
normal lunch break due to the requirement of
providing patient care8 such nurse shall be paid
time and one half (1 l/2) her or his regular
straight time hourly rate for all time worked in
excess of her or his normal daily hours.

13.02 Where nurses are now working a longer daily tour, the
provisions set out in this Article governing the regular
hours of work on a daily tour shall be adjusted
accordingly.

The normal daily extended toulr shall be 11.25
consecutive hours in any 24-hour peri.od,  exclusive of a
total of forty-five (145) minutes of unpaid meal. time.
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Nurses shall be entitled, subject to the exigencies of
patient care, to relief periods during the tour of a
total of forty-five (45) minutes,,

The scheduling of meal and relief periods shall be
determined by local negotiations.

The introduction or discontinuance of longer daily tours
shall be determined'by local negotiations.

NOTE: Hospitals that have extended tours that are
presently different than the above, shall
maintain those conditions.

ARTICLF: 14 - l?REMIUM PA'YMENT

1.4.01 (a) (Article 14.,01(a)  'applies to full-time nurses only)

If a nurse is (authorized  to work in excess of the
hours referred to in Article X3.01 (a) or (c) ,
she or he shall receive overtim8e premium of one and
one-half (1 l/Z!) times her or his regular straight
time hourly rate. Notwithstanding the foregoing,
no overtime premium shall be paid for a period of
less than fifteen (15) minutes of overtime work
where the nurse is engaged in reporting functions
at the end of her or his normal daily tour. If
authorized overtime amounts to fifteen (1.5) minutes
or more, overtime premium shall be paid for the
total period in excess of ,the no,rma:L daily tour.
Overtime premium will not be duplicated for the
same hours worked under Article 13.01 (a) and (c)
nor shall there be any pyramiding with respect to
any other premiums payable under the pro'visions  of
this Collective Agreement. Nothing herein will
disentitle the nurse to payment of the normal tour
diffe.rentia:L provided herein. For purpose of
clarity, a mume who is required to work on her or
his scheduled daLy off shall receive overtime
premium of one and one-half (:L 112) times her or
his regular stralight time hourly rate. The
Hospital agrees that if the Collective Agreement
provided a greater overtime prem.ium for overtime
work immediately prior to this Agreement, the
Hospital will continue to pay such greater overtime
premium. This is not intended to entitle the
nurse to be paid for work performed while engaged
in the reporting functions as provided hierein.

(b) (Article l~lr.O:L(b) applies to part-time nurses
only.)

If a part-time nurse is authorized  to work in
excess of the hours referrled ,to in Article 13.01
(a) I she or he shall receive overtime premium of
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ame and one-half (1 l/2) times her or his regular
straight time hourly rate. A part-time nurse
(including casual nurses but not including part-
time nurses who are filling temporary full-time
vacancies) who works in excess of seventy-five (75)
hours in a two (2) week period shall receive time
and one-,half (1 WI Iher or his regular
straight time hourly rate for all hours worked in
excess of seventy-five (75). A part-time nurse who
is filling/ a temporary full-time vacancy sha:Ll
receive time and one-half (1 l/2) her or his
regular straight time hourly rate for all hours
worked .in excess of an average! of 37 l/2 hours per
week over the full-time nursing schedule determined
bly the Hospital. Such averaiing will commence at
the conclusion of the two week period following the
nurse's transfer to the *temporary f u l l - t i m e
position and will end at the conclusion of the two
week period prior to the nurse's return to her or
his former position. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, no overtime premium shall be paid for a
period of less than fifteen (15) minutes of
overtime work where the nurse is engaged in
reporting functions at the end of her or his normal
daily tour. If authorized overtime amounts to
fifteen (15) minutes or more, overtime premium
shall be paid for the total period in excess of the
normal daily tour. Overtime premium will not be
duplicated for the same hours worked under Article
13.01 (a) nor shall there be any pyramiding with
respect to any other premiums payable under the
provisions of this Collective Agreement. Nothing
herein will disentitle the nurse to payment of the
normal tour differential provided herein. The
Hospital agrees that if the Col:Lective  Agreement
provided a greater premium for overtime work
immediately prior to this Agrteement,  the Hospital
will continue to pay such greater overtime premium.
This is not intended to entitle the nurse to be
paid for work performed while engaged in the
reporting functions as provided herein.

14.02 Notwithstanding the foregoing, overtime will not be paid
for additional hours worked during a twenty-four (24)
hour period either as a result of change in tour on the
reguest of a nurse or a change-ove:r  to daylight saving
from standard time or vice versa or an exchange of tours
by two nurses.

14.03 Work scheduled by the Hospital to which a premium is
attached under scheduling regulations contained in the
Collective Agreement and set out in the Appendix of ILccal
Provisions shall be paid at one and one-half (1 l/Z!)
times the nurse's regular straight time hourly rate or as
otherwise provided.
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14.04 Where a nurse is reguired to work on a paid holida:y or on
a:n overtime tour or on al tour that is paid at the rate of
time anld o.ne-half  (:L l/Z) the nurse's regular straight
time hourly rate 'as a result ojE 14.03 above and the nurse
is required to work addi.tional hours following her or his
full tolur on that day (but not inclulding hours on, a
subsleguent  regularly sdheduled tour :for such nurse) such
nurs'e shall receive two (2) times her or his regular
straight time hourly rate for such additional hours
worked.

14, . 05; A nurse who reports for work as sc:heduled, unless
otherwise notified by the Hospital, shall receive a
minimum of four (4) hours' pay at her or his regular
straigh,t  time hourly rate. The nurse shall be required
to perform any nursing duties assigned by the Hospital
which she or he is capable of doing, if her or his
regular duties are not availa:ble.

14 . 06 Where a full-tim,e  or regular part-time nurse has com-
pleted her or his regul.arly scheduled tour and left the!
hospital and is cal.ledl in to work outsidle her or hia
regularly scheduled working hours, or <where  a nurse is
called back from standby, such nurse shall receive time
and one!-half (1 l/2) her or his regul'ar straight time
hourly :rate for all lnours workNed with a minimum guarantee!
of four (4) hours' pay at time and one-half (1 1,/2) her
or his regular straight time hourly rate except to the!
ebxtent *that such four (4) hour period overlaps or (extends
into1 her or his regularly scheduled shift. In suc:h al
case, the nurse will receive time alnd one-half (1 :L/2)
her or his regul,ar straight time hourly rate for actual,
hours workled up to the commencement of her or his regular
shift.

144 . 017 A nurse who is r#eguired to remain available for duty on
standby outside her or his regularly scheduled working
hours shall receive standby pay in the amount of two
dollars; and fifty cents ($2.50) per hour for the period
of standby scheduled by the Hospital. Where such standby
duty falls on #a paid, holida:y, as set out in the
Appendix of Local Provisions, the nurse shall receive
standby paly in the amount of three dollars ($3.00) per
hour. Standby pay shall, however, cease where the nurse
is called in to work under Article 14.06 above and works
during the! period of standby.

14. OIB Ita) In computing al full-time nurse's regular straight
time hourly rate under this Collectxve Agreement
such rate shall be established by dividing the
product of the nurse's regular monthly salary
exclusive of any allowilnce or premium pay times
twelve (12j by the regular average weekly hours
timefi fifty-two (52).
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(b) The regular straight time hourly rate for a part-
time nurse will be the hourly rate in the wage
schedule set forth in Article 19.01 (a).

:14 . 09 (Article 14.09 appliees to full-timle nurses only)

Where ia nurse has worked and accumulated approved hours
for which &he or he is entitled to be paid premium pay
(other than Ihours relating to working on pai.d holidays)
such nurse s:hal:L have the option of electinql payment at
the applicab:Le premium rate or time off equivalent to the
applicable premium rate (i.e#., where t:he applicable rate
is time and one-half (1 l/2) then time off shall be at
tim.e and one-half (1 l/2)). Where a nurse chooses
equivalent time off such time off must be taken within
the pe:riod set ovt in the Appendix of Local Provisions or
payment in alcccrdance  with the former option shall be
made. Nurses in the bargaining unit engaged in teaching
in SchLools  for R.P.N. 's working overtime in excess of
their average weekly hours referred to in Article
13.01 (c) which have been authorized  in advance by the
Director of the School, shall be entitled to
compensating time off in accordance with the foregoing.

:14 . IL0 A nurse shall be paid a shift premium of one dollar
($1.00)  prer hour for each hour worked which falls within
the hours defined as an evening shift 'and one dolllar and
twenty-five cents ($1.25) for each hour worked which
falls within the hours defined i3s al night shift provided
that such hours exceed two (2) hours if worked in
conjunction with the day shift. Tour differential will
not form part of the nurse's straight time hourly :rate.
For purposes of this provision, the night: sh,ift and the
evening shift each consist of 7.!5 hours. The defined
hours of a night; and evening shift shall be a matter for
local negotiation.

:14 . IL1 Ambulance Escort

Where a nurse is assigned to provide patient care for a
patient in transit, the following provisions shall apply:

(a) (i) Where a full-time nurse performs such duties
during her or his regular shift, the full time
nurse shall be paid her or his regular rate of
Pa:Y* Where a full-time nurse performs such
duties outside her or his regu:Lar shift or on
a day off, she or he shall be paid the
appropriate overtime rate.

(ii) Where a part-time nurse performs such duties
during an alssigned s'hift, she or he shall be
paid her.or his reyular rate of pay. Where a
part-time nurse continues to perform such
duties in excess of her or his assigned shift,
she or he shall be paid the appropriate
overtime rate.
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(b) Where such duties extend beyond the nurse's
regular shift, the Hospital will not require the!
nurse to return to regular duties at the Hospital
without at least eight (8) hours of time off.
Where such time off extends into the nurse18 next
regularly scheduled shift she or he will maintain
her or his regular earnings for that full shift.

(c) Hours spent between the time the nurse is relieved
of patient care responsibilities and the time the
nurse returns to the hospital or to such other
location agreed upon between the Hospital and the
nurse will be paid at straight time or at
appropriate overtime rates, if applicable under
Article 14.01. It is understood that the nurse
shall return to the hospital or to such other
location agreed upon between the Hospital and the
nurse at the earliest opportunity. Prior to the
nurse's departure on escort duty, or at such other
time as may be mutually agreed upon between the
Hospital and the nurse, the Hospital will
establish with the nurse arrangements for return
travel.

(d) The nurse shall be reimbursed for reasonable out of
pocket expenses including room, board and return
transportation and consideration will be given to
any special circumstances not dealt with under the
foregoing provisions.

NOTE 1: (Note 1 applies to full-time nurses only)

The Hospital agrees to continue to pay any greater
monetary benefit for ambulance escort duty if such
greater benefit has been paid by the Hospital immediately
prior to this Agreement. This note applies at
HOSpitalS where this superior condition exists as of
December 14, 1987.

NOTE 2: (Note 2 applies to part-time nurses only)

The Hospital agrees to continue to pay any greater
monetary benefit for ambulance escort duty if such
greater benefit was paid by the Hospital under a
Collective Agreement immediately prior to this Agreement.
This note applies at Hospitals where this superior
condition exists as of December 14, 1987.
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14.12 (a) (Article 14.12(a)  applies to full-time nurses only,

The pos'ting of work schedules shall be as set out
in the Appendix of Local Provisions. It shall be
the responsibility of the nurse to consult posted
work schedules. The Hospital will endeavour to
provide as much advance notice as is practicable of
a change in the posted schedule. Changes to the
posted work schedule shall be brought to the
attention of the nurse. Where less than forty-
eight (48) hours' notice is given personally to the
nurse, time and one-half (1 l/2) of the nurse's
regular straight time hourly rate will be paid for
all hours worked on the first shift of the nurse's
new schedule.

(b) (Article 14.12(b)  applies to part-time nurses only)

i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

The posting of work schedules for regular
part-time nurses shall be determined by local
negotiations. It shall be the responsibility
of the regular part-time nurse to consult
posted work schedules. The Hospital will
endeavour to provide as much advance notice as
is practicable of a change in the posted
schedule. Changes to the posted work schedule
shall be brought to the attention of the
regular part-time nurse.

Where less than twenty-four (24) hours' notice
is given personally to the regular part-time
nurse, time and one-half (1 l/2) of the
nurse's regular straight time hourly rate will
be paid for all hours worked on the first
shift of the nurse's new schedule. Such
changes shall not be considered a lay-off.

Where a nurse is called in to work a regular
shift less than two (2) hours prior to the
commencement of the shift, and arrives within
one (1) hour of the commencement, then the
nurse will be paid for a full tour provided
that the nurse works until the normal
completion of the tour.

Casual part-time nurses whose work schedule
has been pre-scheduled  and whose schedule is
changed with less than twenty-four (24) hours
notice then paragraph (b) - shall apply to
casual part-time nurses.
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I,.13 When a nurse is required to travel to the hospital or to
return home as a result of reporting to or off work
between the hours of 2400 - 0600 hours, or at any time
while on standby, the Hospital will pay transportation
costs either by taxi or by the nurse's own vehicle at the
rate of thirty-five cents (35c) per mile (to a maximum of
fourteen diollars ($:14.00))  or such greater amount as the
Hospital may in its discretion determine for each trip
between the aforementioned hours. The nurse will provide
to the Hospital satisfactory proof of payment of such
taxi fare.

14 .1,4 A nurse who works a second consecutive full tour shall be
entitled to the normal rest periOdS  and meal period for
ithe sec:ondl tour, but shall be providled at the time of the
meaIL period with a hot meal or :four dollars ($4.00) if
ithe Hospital is unable to provide the hot meal. Other
nurses reguired to work more than two (2) hours overtime
on the same day they have worked a full tour shall, after
the two (2) hours, receive a l/2 hour paid meal period
and shall be provided with a hot meal or four dollars
($4.00)  if the Hospital is unable to provide the hot

meaIL  .

14.15 A nurse shall be paid a weekend premium of one dollar and
thirty-five cents ($1.35) per hour for each hour worked
between 2400 hours IFriday and 2400 hours Sunday, or such
other 48 hour period as the local parties may agree upon.
If a nurse! is receiving premium pay under Article! 14.03!
pursuant to a local scheduling regulation with respect to
consecutive weekends wiorked,  the nurse wi:Ll not receive
weekend premium under this provision.

&RTICLE15ApPAID HOLIDAYS.

(Articl'es .15.01 Ito l5.07 alpply  tlo full-time nurses only)

1.5.01 A nurse who otherwise gual.ifies under Article 15.02
Iheramtler shall receive twelve (12) paid h,olidays as
Ides.ignatetl  in thke Appendix of Local Provisions.

'In the event thaht the Provincial. Government declares an
(additionaIL holiday (such as Heritage Day) during the term
(of this Agreement, such holiday will be substituted for
'one of the above-mentioned holidays. The designation of
,the additional holiday for an existing holiday shall be
subject to local determination and such designation shall
,not add to the pres'ent number of holidays.

l.5.02 In order to qualify for pay for a holiday, a nurse shall
complete her or his full scheduled shift on each of the
,wor!king  d,ays immedliately  preceding and following the
holida:y concerned unless excused by the Hospital or the
nurse 'was absent due to:
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which commence<
holiday;

vacation granted by the Hospital;

the nurse'& regultar scheduled day off;

a paid leave of absence provided the nlurse is not
otherwise compensated for the holiday.

A nurse entitled to holiday pay hereunder shalll not
receive sick leave pay to which she or he may otherwise
have been entitl.ed unless she or he was scheduled to work
thak day. A nurse receiving Worker's C!ompensation
Benefits for the day of the holiday shall, subject to the
above provisions, be entitled to the difference between
the amount of the Workers' Compensation Benefits and the
hol.iday pay.

15.03 Holiday pay wil:L be computed on the basis of the nurse's
regular straight time hourly rate o:f paiy times the number
of hours for a normal daily tour as set out in Article
13.01 (a).

.15. 04 Subject to Article 15.02:

(a) Where ai holiday falls during a nurse's scheduled
vacation peri.od, the nurse% vacation shall be
extended by one (1) day unless the nurse and the
Hospital agree to schedule a different day off with
wy.

(b) Where a holiday falls on a nurse's scheduled day
off an additional day off with pay will be
scheduled.

:15. 05

IHOTE :

A nurse required to work on any of the foregoing holidays
shaJ1 be paid at the rate of time and one-half (1 l/2)
the! nurse's regular straight time hourly rate of pay for
all hours worked on such holiday subject to Artic:Le
14.04. I:n addition, the nurse will receive a lieu day
off with pay in the amount of her or his regul.ar straight
time hLourly rate of pay times the number of hours in a
normal daily tour as set out in ArticILe X3.01 (a).

Nurses on extended tours shall receive twelve (12) lieu
days off to consist of seven and one-half (7.5) hours
each.

115. 06 Where a nurse is entitled
15.04 or 15.05 above, such
a period as set out in the
or payment shall be made
15.03.

to a lieu day under Ar,ticle
day off must be taken within
Appendix of Local Provisions
in accordance with Article
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l:.,  . 07 Hospita:ls presently providing additional paid holidays
shall continue toI pr'ovide such, additional Iholidays.

li5.08 (Article 15.08 and the note following Article 15.08 apply
to part-time nurs#es  only)

If a regular p(art-time nurse works on any of the holidays
listed in Artic,Le 15.01 of this Agreement, she: or he
shall be paid at the rate of timle and lone-half (1 X/2)
her or his regular straight time hourly rate (as set out
in the Wage Schedule) for all hours worked on such
holiday, subject to the application of Article 14.041
regarding hours worked in addition to her or his full
t:our .

NOTE: Where existing Collective Agreements contain provisions
relating to payment. to nurses for holidays, whether
work:ed or not, that exceed any payment required under the
Employment 8t:andards Act, s,uch provisions shall be
czont, inued. Payment of holi'day paly under this Note
applies on.Ly to nurses presently enjoying suc:h payment.
Nurses presently enjoying holiday pay pursuant to this
Note! or otherwise as of December 14, 1987 will continue
to e.njoy  such payment until they cease to be employed at
the Hospital or until they transfler to a status to which
this superior condition does not apply, whichever first
0ccuLrs.

ARTKLE 16- F'ACA.TIONS

(Articles 16.01 to 16.05 apply to full-time nurses only)

16.01 All nurses shall receive vacations with pay based on
ILength  of ful:L-time continuous service as follows:

(a) Nurses who have completed less than one (1) year of
full-time continuous service (as of the date for
determining vacation entitlement in the individual
Hospital) shall be entitled to a vacation on the
basis of 1.25 days (9.3'75 hours for nurses whose
reigular hours of work are other than the standard
work day) for each completed month of service with
paly in the amount of 6% of gross earnings.

(b) Nurses w:ho have completed one (1) or more years of
full-tim'e continuous service (as of the date for
determining vacation ent.itlement  in the individual
Hospital) shall be entitled to an annual vacation
of three (3) weeks with three (3) weeks' pay (112.5
hours' I pay for nurses whose regular hours of work
are other than the standard work day), provided the
nurse works or receives paid leave for a total of
at least 1525 hours in the vacation year.
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Nurses who have completed three (3) or more years
of full-time continuous service (as of the date for
d'etermining  vacation entitlement in the individual
H'ospital.) shall be entitled to an annual Vacation
of four (4) weeks with four (4) weeks' pay (150
hDUrl5' pay for nurses whose regular hours of work
are other than the stand'ard work day), provided the
nurse works or receives paid Ileave for a total of
a,t least U25 hours in the vacation year.

Nurses who have completed fifteen (l!j) or more
years of full-time continuous service (as of the
date for determining vacation entitlement in the
individual Hospital) shall be entitled to an annual
vacation of five (5) weeks with five (5) weeks' pay
(187.5 hours pay for nurses whose regular hours
of work are other than the standard work day),
provided the nurse works or receives paid leave for
a total of at least 1!525 hours in the vacation
year.

Nurses who have completed twenty five! (25) years or
more of full-time continuous service (as of the
date for determining vacation entitlement in the
individual hospitisl) shall 'be entitleid to an annual
vacation of six (16) weeks' with six (6) weeks' pay
(225 hours' paly for nurses whose regular hours of
work are other than the standard work day),
provided the nurse works or receives paid leave for
a total of at least 1!525 hours in the vacation
year.

If a nurse works or receives paid leave for less
than 15;!5  hours in the vacation year she or he will
receive vacation pay ba,sed on a percentage of her
or his gross sa:lary for work performed on the
following basis:

3 week entitlement -. 6%

4 week entitlement -- 8%

5 week entitlement -- 10%

6 week entitlement -- 12%

:NOTIE : Nurses who presently enjoy better vacation benefits shall
continue to receive such better benefits while emp:Loyed
by the Hospital.
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16.02 A nurse who leaves the employ of the Hospital for any
reason shall be entitled to receive any unpaid vacation
pay which has accrued\ to her or him to the date of he!c OL
his Iseparation, it being understood and agreed that the
nurse will provide at least two (2) weeks' notice of
temination.

16. 03 For the purpose of vacation entitlement, service for
those nurses whose status is changed, on or after October
23, 1981, from part-time to full-time or vice versa,
shall mean the combined service as a part-time and full-
time nurse employed by the Hospital and accumulated on a
continuous basis. For the puqpose of th,is Article, :L500
hours of part--time service sh'all equal one (1) year of
full-time service and vice versa.

16.04 Full-time nurse teachers shall be entitled ,to one
aldditional week of vacation with pay which shall be taken
at either the Spring Break or the Christmas Break.

16.05 ta)

tb)

I(C)

td)

(e)

Where an employee's scheduled vacation is
interrupted due to serious illness which commenced
prior to and1 continues into the! scheduled vacation
period, the period of such illness shall be
co,nsi.dered  sick leave.

Where aln employee's scheduled vacation is
interrupted due to serious illness reguiring  the
employee to be an in-patient in a hospital, the
period of such hospitalization  shall be considered
sick leave.

The portion of the employee's vacation which is
deemed to be sick leave under the above provisions
will lnot be cou,nted against the employee's vacation
credits.

Where a nurse*s scheduled vacation is interrupted
due to a bereavement, the nurse shall be entitled
to bereavement leave in accordance with Article
11.05.

ThLe gort,ion of the employee Is vacation which is
deemed to Ibe bereavement leave undoer the above
provisions will not be count'ed against the
employee's vacation credits.

(Articles l6.06 to 16.09 and the Note foILlowing Article ZL6.09 apply
to part-ti:me nurses only)
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16.06 Al:1 regular part-time nurses shall be entitled t,
vacation pery based upon the applicable percentage
provided in accordance with the vacation entitlement of
full-time nurses, of their gross earnings in the
preceding year. If a nurse works or receives paid leave
for less than 1.100 hours in the vacation year she or he
wi:Ll receive vacation pay based on a percentage of her or
his gross salary for work performed on the following
basis::

3 week entitlement - 6%

4 week entitlement - 8%

5 week entitlement - 10%

6 week entitlement - X2&

Eguivalent  years of service, calculated pursuant to the
formula set out in Article 16.03, shall be used to
determine valcation entitlement.

Casual plart-time  nurses wi:Ll be paid vacation pay in
accorcfanc:e withL the 'a:bove entitlement on gross earnings
or on gross salar-y for wor:k performed, as applicable.
Such vacation pay will be paid on moni.es earned on or
after April 1, 11988. Equiva:Lent  years of service will be
based on the casu'al part-time nurse's seniority
established under Article 10.02 and will be calculated on
the basis that 15'00 hours of part-time service shall
equal one (I) year of full-time service and vice-versa.

16.07 A part-time nurse who leaves the employ of the Hospital
for any reason shall be entitled to receive any unpaid
vacation pay which has accrued to her or him to the date
of her or his separation, it being understood and agreed
that the nurse will provide at least two (2) weeks'
notice of termination.

16.08 For the purpose of vacation entitlement, service for
those nurses whose status is changed, on or after October
23, 1981, from part-time to full-time or vice versa,
shall mealn the combined service as a part-time and full-
time nurse employed by the Hospita:L and accumulated on a
continuous basis. For the purpose of this Article, 1500
hours of part-time service shall equal one (1) year of
fu:Ll-time  service and' vice versa.

16.09 Scheduling of vacations shall be in accordance with the
schedule of local provisions.
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I.JTE: Part-time nurses (including c(asua1  nurses) who presently
enjoy better vacation pay benefits under the provisions
of a Collective Agreement immediately prior to this
,Agreement, shall continue tlo receive better benefits
whi:Le employed by the Hospital.

ARTIW 17 - REA1;TH AND WE:LFARE BENEFITS

(Article 17 applies to full-time nurses only)

1.7. 011 The Hospital agrees, during the term of the Collective
Agreement,, to contribute towards the premium coverage of
participating eligible nurses in the active employ of the
Hospital under the insurance plans set out bel.ow subject
to their respective terms and conditions including any
enrolment requirements:

The Hospital agrees to pay 100% of the billed
premiums towards coverage of eligible nurses in the
active employ of the Hospita.1 under the Ontario
Health Insurance Plan.

Tlhe Hospital agrees to pay 100% of the billed
premiums towards coverage of eligible nurses in the
active employ of the Hospital und'er ithe Blue Cross
Semi-Private Plan or comparabl'e coverage with
another carrier.

T:he Hospital agrees to contribute 75% of the billed
premiums towards 'coverage of e!tigi.ble nurses in the
active employ of the Hospital. under the exis'ting
Blue Cross Extended Health\  Care Benefits Plan or
comparable coverage with another carrier providing
for $15,,00 (single) and $25.00 (family) deductible,
providing the balance of monthly premiums are
by the nurses through palyroll deductions.
addition to the standard benefits; coverage
incl'ude hearing aids (maximum $3OO/person)
vision care (maximum $610 every 24 months).

The Hospital agrees to contribute 100% of

paid
In

will
and

the
billed premiums towards coverage of eligible nurses
in the active employ of the Hospital under
H.O.0.G.L.I.P"  or such other group life insurance
plan currently in effect providing the balance elf
the monthly premiums are paid by the nurses through
payroll deductions. Such insurance shall include
benefits for accidental death and dismemberment in
the principal amount equal to the amount of the
Group Life Insurance to which the nurse! is
entitled.
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(f)

(a

fl:osnita:Ls of Ontario Voluntarv  T,ife Insurance Pliw,

The Hospital also agrees to make the Hospitals of
Ontario Voluntary Life Insurance I?lan (HOOVLIP)
available to the nurses subject to the provisions
of HOOVILIP at no cost to the Hospital.

The Hospital agrees 'to contribute 75% of the billed
premiums towards coverage of e:Ligible nurses in the
active employ of the Hospital under the Blue Cross
#9 Dental Plan or comparable coverage with another
carrier (based1 on the current OD,A fee schedule as
it may be updated from time to time) providing the
balance of the monthly premiums are paid by the
nurses through payroll deductions.

For purposes of health and welfare benefits under
Article 17*01, dependent coverage is avai:Lable  to
the nurse, to cover her or his same sex partner and
their dependents, in accordance with the terms and
conditions of the plans

17.102 For newly hired nurses, coverage as set out in Article
17.01 shall be effective the first billing date in the
month following the month in which the nurse was first
employed subject to any enrollment  or other requirements
of the Plan. In no instance shall the first billing date
for a nurse occur later than the first day of the fourth
full month following the month in which the new:Ly-hired
nurse was first employed.

17.103 The! Hospital may substitute another carrier for any of
the foregoing plans (other than OHIP) provided that the
level of benefits c:onferred thereby are not decreased.
The Hospital will advis,e the Association of any change in
carrier or underwriter at least sixty (60) days prior to
implementing a change in carrier.

17.04 All present nurses enrolled in the Hospital's Pension
Plan shall maintain their enrollment  in the Plan subject
to its terms and oonditions. New nurses and nurses
employed but not yet eligible for membership in the Plan
shall, as a condition of employment, enrol1 in the Plan
when eligible in accordance with its terms and
conditions.
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11.05 The Hospital shall continue to pay the premiums for
benefit plans under Articles 17 and 12 for nurses who are
on paid leave of absence or Workers' Compensation or at
any time when salary is received, or as provided in
Article 10,,04. Such payment s'hall also continue while a
nurse is on sick leave (including the Unemployment
Insurance I?eriod)  or on Long Term Disability to a maximum
of 30 months from the time the absenc'e commenced. Nurse15
who are on layoff may continue to participate in benefit
plan,s, iat their request,, provided they make arrangements
for payment and provided also that the layoff does not
exceed one year.

17.06 Nurses who reside in Quebec #shall have equivalent
monetary contributions paid in that province with respect
to the Quebec equivalent of OBIP.

1.7.07 '(a) The Hospital sh#all p:rovide each nurse with
information booklets outlining all of the current
provisions in the Ibenefits plans defined in Article
17.01 to Article 17.06 inclusive and the Sick
Leave/LTD Plan dlefined in Article 3.2. Upon
request, the Hospital will make thle P:Lans  available
to the Association for inspiection.

(b) The Hospital shall notify the Association of the
name(s) of the carrier(s) which provide the
benefits plans defined in Article 17,Ol to Article
17.06 inclusive and the LTD Plan defined in Article
12. The Hospital shall also provide the
Association with a copy of all cu:rrent information
booklets, provided to the nurses.

17.08 Unemployment Insurance Rebate

The short--term sick leiwe plam shall be registered with
the Unemployment Insurance Commission (UIC). The nurses'
share 'of the employer's unemplo,yment  insurance premium
reduction will be retained by the Hos'pital towards
offsetting the cost of the benefit improvements contained
in this agreement.

17.09 The parties agree to establish a Benefits Review
Subcommitteewhichwill  include four representatives from
the Union and four representatives from the Participating
Hospitals to discuss the terms of the benefit plans
(other than pensions) provided under the collective
agreement with a view to increasing the efficiency and
effectiveness of the plans. As ,part of that review, the
Committee wi.:Ll be provided with copies of the plan texts
that pertain to these benefit plans.
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TIC= 18 - MISCEILJW1 Ems

18.101 Copies of this Collective Agreeiment  will be provided to
each nurse covered1 by the !:ollective  Agreement by the
Association. The cost of printing the Collective
Agreement will be
local Association.

shared equally by the Hospital and the

.18. 02 Whenever the feminine pronoun is used in this Agreement,
it includes the masculine pronoun and vice-versa where
the co,ntext so reguires. Where the singular is used, it
may also be deemed to mean plural and vice-versa.

18.03 It shall be the duty of each nurse to notify the Hospital
promptly of any change
temporary residency.

in address or any change in
If 'a nurse fails to do this, the

Hospital wil:L not be responsjble  for failure of a notice
sent by registered mail to reach such a nurse. A nurse
shall notify the H:ospital of any change to her or his
telephone number.

18.04 Medical examinations, re-examinations and any tests
required under the Public Hospitals Act will be provided
by the Hospital in compliance with the Regulations. The
nurse may choose her or his personal physician for all
such examinations,
unless the Hospital

except the pre-employment  medical,

physician selected.
has a specific objection to the

18.05 Current provisions in Collective Agreements relating to
the provision of x-rays, laboratory work, immunization
injections,
continued.

gamma globulin and other programs shall be

3.8 . 06 Prior to eiffecting  any changes in rules or policies which
affect nurses covered by this Agreement, the Hospital
will discuss the changes with the Association and provide
copies to the Assoc!iation.

ARTICLE19 COMPENSATION-

1.9. 01 (a) The pay equity adjusted salary rates in effect
during the term of the Agreement shall be tlhose set
forth in Appendix 3 attached to and forming part of
this Agreement. The p'ay equity ad:justed monthly
wage schedule for a full-time Registered Nurse and
the pay equity adjusted regular straight 'time
hourly rates for all relgular and casua:L  part-time
registered nurses at hospitals covered by the
central Pay Equity Settlement, dated June 4, 3.993,
shall be as follows:
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Cnassification - pegistered  Nurse,

Pily Ld.tY AdiP ustedR a t e s

Effective Ami. 1. 1993

Start 17.10 2778.75
1 18.00 2925.00
2 18.75 3046.8'8
3 19.78 32X4.25
4 20.80 3380.00
5 21.83 3547.3;8
6 23.11 3755.3i8
7 24.39 3963.38
8 25.67 4171.38
9 26.96 4381.00

Effective Januarv  1. 1994

Regular Straight
Time Hourlv Rate

Start 17.38 2824.25
1 18.28 29'70. SO
2 19.03 30'92.38
3 20.06 3259.75
4 21.08 3425.!50
5 22.11 3592.88
6 23.39 3800.138
7 24.67 4008.88
8 25.95 4216.88
9 27.24 4426.50

Regular Straight
ape Hourlv Rate Month~lv Ratle
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Start 17,66 2869,75
1 18.56 3016.00
2 19.31 3137,88
3 20034 3:305.25
4 21,36 3471,oo
5 22.39 2638,38
6 23.67 3846.38
7 24,958 4054.38
8 26.23 4562,38
9 27,52 4472.00

Effective Jan. 1. 1996

Regu1,ar Straight
Time Hourlv Rats vonthlv Rate

Start 17094 2!315,25
1 18,84 3061,50
2 19"59 3l83.38
3 20,,62 3:350,75
4 21.64 3!516,,50
5 22067 3683088
6 23"95 3891088
7 25,,23 4099.88
8 26051 4:307.88
9 27,,80 4!517 ,, 50

NOTE: Where a Participating Hospital1 listed in Appendix HAn to
the Memorandum of Conditions for Joint Bargaining, dated
November 5, 1993, was not a party to the June 4, 1993
Central Pay Eguity Settlement, Appendix 3 will set out
the applicable rates of pay,
adjiusted rates,

including any pay equity
that apply to the nurses covered by those

agreements and the rates set out in Appendix 3 wi:Ll
prevail over the rates set out in Article 19.03.  (a)
above.
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\ Articles lg.Ol(lb) and 19.01 (c) apply to part-time nurses only)

(b) The hourly sala:ry rates, inclusive of the
pe:rcentage in lieu of fringe benefits in effect
during the term of this Agreem'ent  for all regular
anld casual part-time nurses shall be those
calculated in accordance with the following
formula:

Applicable straight time hourly rate + 13%.

(cl The hourly salary rates payable to a regular or
casual part-time nurse include compensation in lieu
of all fringe benefits which are paid to' full-,time
nurseis except those specifically provided to part-
time nurses in th,is AgreementSS It is understood
and agreed that holiday pay is inc:luded within the
percentage in lieu of fringe benefits. It: is
further understooSd  and agreed that pension is
included within the percentage in lieu of fringe
benefits. Notwithstanding the foregoing, all part-
time nurses ma:y, Ion a voluntary basis, enrol11 in
th,e Hospitalls Pension P:Lan when eligible in
accordance with i.ts terms and conditions. For
part-time nurses who are members of the Pension
Plan, the percentage in lieu of fringe bene:fits is
nine percent (9%).

It is understood and agreed that the part-time
nurse's hourly rate (or str,aight time hourly rate)
in this Agreemient does not include the additional
99; or 13%, as applicable, which is paid in lieu of
fringe benefits and accordingly the 9% or 13%, as
applicable, add on payment in lieu of fringe
benefits will not be included for the purpose of
computing any premium or overtime payments.

(d) The parties agree to maint'ain  the percentage
differentials in the wage ra'tes  which presently
exist between the classificalticn of Registered
Nurse and the other classifications which are
covered by the Collective Agreeme:nt.

:19 . 02 A Graduate Nurse in the employ of the Hospital upon
presenting proof of current certification by the College
of Nurses of Ontario shall be given the salary of the
Registered Staff Nurse as provided in this Article
eff'ective the date the nurse presents proof of
successfully  passing the certification examination to the
Director of Nursing or designate, or to the date of last
hire whichever is later.
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:L9. Cl3 A nurse is required to present to the Director of Nursing
or des#ignate  on, or before February 15th of each year
evidenlce that her or his Certificate of Registration is
in good standing and currently in effect. Such time will
be extended for reasons where the College of Nurses of
Ontario permits the nurse's ICertificate  of Registration
to remain in effect. If the nurse's Certificate of
Regist:ration is suspended by the College of Nurses of
Ontario for non-payment of the annual1 fee, the nurse will
be placed on non-disciplinary suspension without pay. If
the nurse presents evidence that her or his Certificate
of :Registration has been reinstated, she or he shall be
reinstated to her or his position effective upon
presenting such evidence.
within 90 calendar days

Failure to provide evidence
of the nurse being placed on non-

discip:Linary suspension by the hospital will result in
the nurse being deemed to be no longer qualified and the
nurse shall be terminated from the employ of the
Hospital.
a g:rievance

Such termination shall not be the subject of
or ambitration.

19.04 (a) A full-time or regular part-time nurse who is
promoted to a higher rated classif fcation within
the bargaining unit wil:L be placed on the level of
the salary schedule of the higher rated
c:Lassification so that the nurse shall receive no
less an increase in salary than the equivalent of
one step in the salary range of the previous
classification (provide'd that it does not exceed
the salary range of the classificatioln  to which the
nurse has been promoted) and the nurse shall retain
her or his service review date for purposes of wage
progression..
promotion

For the purpose of this Article,
sha:Ll be defined as a move from one

classification to another classification with a
higher salary grid and shall not include a change
O f status from Graduate to Registered Nurse. A
nurse whlo is moved to a lower rated classiflication
will be placed at the level on the grid, if any,
which most olosely recognizes  her or his experience
level. on the other grid.

(b) Where! the Hospital temporarily assigns a Registered
Staff Nurse to carry out the
responsibilities of #a higher

assigned
classification

(whether or not such classification is included in
the bargaining unit) for a period of one (1) full
tour or more, at times when the incumbent in any
such classification would otherwise be working, the
nurse! shall be paid a premium of one dollar and
twenty cents ($1.20) per hour for such duty in
addition to her or his recgular salary, The
Hospital ,agrees that it will not make work
assignments which will violate the purpose and
intent of this provision.
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191.05

(c) Graduate Nurses who become Registered Nurses shall
be placed on the Ilevel in the Registered Nurse's
salary grid 'which  represe:nts an increase in salary.

(d) Groun. Unit or Team T,eadez

Whenever a nurse is assigned additional
responsibility to direct, supervise or oversee work
of nursers, and/or be assignekd 'overall respon-
sibility for patient care on the unit, ward, or
area, for a tour of duty, the nurse shall be paid a
premium of sixty cents (16Oc) per hour in addition
to her or his regular salary and app1icabl.e premium
al :lOWiUlCE? .

(article 19.05 (a) and1 19.05 (b) app:Ly to full-time
nurs(es only)

(a) Cliaim fo:r recent related clinical experience, if
any, shall be made in writing by the nurse at the
time of hiring on the application for employment
form or otherwise. The nurse shall co-operate with
the Hospital by providing verification of previous
experience so that her or his recent related
clinical experience may ble determined innd evaluated
during her or his probationary peri.od. Having
estab:Lished  the rec:ent re:Lated clinicaIL experience,
thle Hospital will credit a new nurse with one (1)
an:nuaIL service increment for each year of
ex:perienc:e up to a maximum of Level 6 (i.e., 5th
ye,ar  increment).

If a period of morle than two, (2) years has elapsed
si:nce the nurse has occupied a full-time or a part-
ti:me nursing position, then the number of
increments to be paid, if any, shall be at the
discretion of the :Hospitall. The Hospital may also
give effect to p#art-time nursing experience in
special circumstanices.

Currently employed nurses who were eligible to
cl,aim credit under the formula of one increment for
ev(ery two years of experience ma&y make! a claim
under the present provision and 'wil:L  have their
po.sition  on the salary grid adjusted, effective
April 1, 19!31, to a maximum of Level 6 (5th year
increment) .

(b) Where a casual nurse hired between Octobez 1, 1987
anld March 31, 19138 transfers to full-time, ,the
nurse may make a claim under (a) albovtz  at the time
of the transfer, provilded the transfer occurs
within six (6) months of the nurse's date of hire.
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(Articlle  19.05 (c) and 19.05 Cd) apply to part-time
nurses only)

(cl Cllaim for recent related clinical experience, i,f
aw I shall be made in writing by the part-time
nurse at the time of hiring on the application for
employment form or otherwise. The part--time nurse
shall, co-opera,te  with the Hospital by providing
verification of previous experience so that her
recent re:Lated clinical eixperience may be
determined and evaluate'd during her probationary
period. Having established the recent related
clL inical experience, the Hospital will credit a ne!w
part-time nurse with one (1) annual service
increment for each year of experience (calculated
pursuant to the formula set out in Article 16.03')
up to a maximum of 3;evel 6 (i.e., 5th yealr
increment) . If a period of more than two (2) years
has elapsed; since the nurse has occupied a full-
time or a part-time nursing position, then the
number of increments to be paid, if any, shall be
at the discretion of the hospktal.

Currently employed nurses who were eligible to
claim credit under the formula of one increment for
every two yea:rs of experience may make a claim
under the present: provision and will have their
position on the salary grid adjusted, effective
April 1, 1991, to a maximum of Ilevel  6' (5th year
increment) .

(d) Where a casual nurse hired between October 1, 1987
and March 31, 19813 transfers to regu:Lar part-time!,
the nurse may make a claim under (a) above at the
time of the transfer, provided the transfer oc:curs
within six (6) months of the nurse's date of hire.

19.06 (a) Each full-time nurse wi:Ll be advanced from her or
his present level to the next level set out in the
Salary Schedule, twelve (12) months after she or he
was last advanced on her or hiis service review
date ., ICf a full-,time nurseB'S abserxe without pay
from the Hospital exceeids thirty (30) continuous
calendar days during eac:h twelve (12) month period,
the nurse's service revilew date will be extended by
the length of such absence in excess of thirty (30)
continuous calendar days.

(b) Each regular part-time nurse will be advanced from
her or his present level on the salary schedulle to
the next level on tke salary schedule after
obtaining one year's service credit, ca:Lculated  in
accordance with the provisions of Artic:Le :LO.O3.
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19.07

191.08

(c) Effective November ,15, 1985 casual part-time nurses
will be placed on the salary 'grid in accordance
with their service, such service to be calculated
in accordanc'e  with the seniority calculation set
out in Article 10.02. Casual part-time nurses will
then aldvance on the grid in the same manner as
regular part-time nurses.

(a) A part-time nurse whose status is altered to full-
time will assume her or his same level on the full-
time grid. A full-time nurse whose status is
altered to part-time will assume her or his same
level on the part-time grid. In addition, a nurse
who is so transferred will be given credit for
service (accumulated since the date of last
advancement.

(I~) A casual part-time nurse whose status is altered to
regular p'art-time or vice versa will assume her or
his same level on the grid. In addition, a casual
part-time nurse who is so transferred will be given
credit far service accumulated since the date of
last advancement.

(a) When a new classification in the bargaining unit is
established by the Hospital or the Hospital makes a
substantial change in the job content of an
existing classification which in reality causes
such classification to become a new classification,
the Hospital shall advise the Association of such
new or changed classification and the rate of pay
established. If requested, the Hospital agrees to
meet with t:he Association to permit it to make
representations with respect to the appropriate
rate of pay providing any such meeting shall not
delay the implementation of the new class.yhczation.
Where the Association challenges1 rate
established by the Hospital and the matter is not
resolved following any meeting with the
Association, a grievance may be filed at Step No. 3
of the Grievance Procedure within seven (7)
calendar days following a:ny meeting. If the matter
is not resolved in the Grievance Procedure, it may
be referred to Arbitration in accordance with
Article 7, it being understood that any Arbitration
Board shall be limitled to establishing an
appropriate rate based on the relationship e:sisting
amongst other nursing classifications within the
Hospital and du,ties and respons,ibilities  involved.

Any changle in the rate established by the Hospital
either through meetings with1 the Association or by
a 13oard of Arbitration shall be made retroa&ive to
the time at which the new or change!d classification
was first filled.
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(b) If a nurse becomes disabled with the result that_ .
slhe or he is unable to carry out the requlaLr
functions of her or his position, the Hospital may
establish a special cla8ssification  and salary with
the hope of providing an opportunity for continued
employment.

19.09 EducationXbowance

Provisions in existing Collective Agreements providing
for educational allowances shall be continued in effect.

2 0 . 01 Job sharing is defined as an arrangement whereby two or
more nurses share the hours of work of what would
otherwise be one full-#time position.

If the Hospital agrees to a job sharing arrangement,, the
introduction or discontinuance of such job sharing
arrangements will be determined locally.

Onc,e the Hospital has determined that a vacancy exists
and has acp-eed to a job sharing arrangement, the vacancy
or vacancies to be posted will be determined locally and
will be filled in accordance with Article 10.06.

The nurses involved in a job sharing arrangement will be
classified as regular part-time and will be covered by
the provisions of this agreement applicable to part--time
nurses.

/w:CLE:21. ---.- SUP'ERIOR  CONDITI'ONS

;! 1 . 01 Unlless existing benefits, rights, privileges, practices,
terms or conditions of employment which may be considered
to be superior to those contained herein are specifically
ret,ained by this Agreement, they shall be deemed not to
continue :in effect.

It is, however, hereby confirmed that where such
ref leremces are made to existing Superior Conditions that
they r(efe:r  to conditions existing prior to October 23,
1981

S! 1 . 02 The Association and the Participating Hospitals agree to
establish a committee consisting of two
representatives of the Association and two Ii;
representatives of the Participating Hospitals to review
the superior conditions appendices in each of the
participating hospitals. This committee will report to
their respective negotiating committees prior to the next
round of central negotiations.
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I . 22 - QJ_ieBTTp;tl

22 . 0 IL This, Agreezment  shall colntinue in effect until March 31,
3.996' and shall remain in effect from year to year
thereafter unless either party gives the other party
written notice of termination or desire to amend the
Agreiement.

2:2 . 0;2 Notice that amendlments  (are reguired or that either party
desires to) terminate this Agreement maly only be given
within a period of ninety (90) days prior to the
expiration date of this Agreement or to any annivers,ary
of such expir(ation  date!.

22.03 If notice of amendment or termination is given by either
party, the other party agrees to meet for the purpose of
negotiation within thirty (30) days after the givinql of
notice, if requested to do so.

22.0,4 Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, in the event
the parties to this Agreement agree to negotiate for its
renewal through the prlocess of central bargaining, the
parties will meet to determine the procedures to be
followed.

23.01 Attached hereto and forming part of this Agreement are
the following ap,pendices:

Appendix 1 - O.N.A. Grievancle Form

Appendix i! - List of Profe,ssional Responsibility
Assessment Committee -. Chairpersons

,Appendix 3 - Salary Schedule

Appendix 4 - Su:perior Conditions - If Any

.Appendix 5 - Appendix of Local Provisions

Applendix 6 - O.N.A. Professional Responsibility
Complaint Form
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AC23 AGREEMENT

Between

OTTAWA CIVIC HOSPI'TAL
(Her'einafter  referred to as the l"Hospitallg)

And\

ONTARXO  NUFUES' ASSOCIATION
(Hereinafter referred to as the 8vAssociationg@)

EXpiITy  : 31 March 1996
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LIST OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY

,&WESSMENT  COMMITTEE - CHAIRPERSONS

1 0 Ms. Marilynn G. Boloth 5. Mrs. Maxine Pastirik
Prcrgram  Manager Teacherj'Program Developer
Continuing Educatilon  q- Nursing Niagara College of Applied Arts
Ryerson Polytechnical Institute 6r Technology
350 Victoria, Stree,t 54 Third Street
Toronto, ON M5B 2K3 Welland, ON L3B 4W4
(W) 97’9-50351 (w) 416-735-2211

2 t, Mrs. Patricia Lang
Vice-President, Academic
Georgian College
One Georgian Drive
Barrier ON L4M: 3X9
(w) 705-728-1968  x1260

6. Ms. Darlene Steven
Associate Frofesscr
School of Nursing
Lakehead University
9166 Cliver Road
Tlhunder Bay, ON P7B 5El
(w) 807-343-8643

3. Ms. Louise Lemieux-Charles
Asst. Prof. & Frogram Director
HMRU, Dept. of Health Admin(,
Faculty of Medicine
University of Toronto
Room 201 1' Mc:Murrich  Bldg
12 Queens Park Crescent 'West
Toronto, ON M4:S lA8
(WI 978-6963

7. M’s. Judy Tiivel
Clinical Nurse Splecialist -

Gerontolcgy
Department of Nursing
The Toronto Hospital
Western Division
399 :Bathurst Street
Toronto# ON M5T 2S8

4. Ms. Patricia Mandy 8. Ms. Donna Tremblay
Director of Nursing Dean, Health S'ciences
Henderson General Division SaUlt College of Applied Arts
Hamilton Civic Hos#pitals & Teclnnol.ogy
71:L Concession Street 433 'Northern Avenue
Hamilton,, ON L8V lC3 Sault Ste. Marie, ON P6A 5L3
Wl 905-389-4411 ( w )  705-759-6774
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APPENDIX 3
SALARY SCHEDUTR - FT&L-TIME iHourly.

-* .
a I

OCC, CODF CLASSIFICATION

380 Nurse Technician
*656 RN with Masters
*662 RN w/o further prep.
*663 RN with PGA
*664 p-v w i t h  1 yr. Tfn4vnrcitv“*-La W1.A 1 ---ewJ

*665 RN with Bacc.

*679
*680
*681
696
69-7V#.

PCN with Bacc.
PCN
PCN with 1 yr. University
Receptionist - Nursing Office
Ma4 n Y-Rrv  Nnrce**-a.. m. -.-a a.----

I-w -.y
S-L-AK-~

.m -pp-..-.Ar.*E;K . u-- .
AllJUt - -v-?-c-Ar-lr.iK

ey"a-.w.
Ar-I'DK *----AP'l'LK

AFTER .--A m-n-
ArTfiK AE TEaK A F T E R

1 YR. 2 YRS. 3 YRS. 4 YRS. 5 YRS. 6 YRS, 7 YRS. 8 YRS. 9 YRS.

Fffective April 1. 1993
17.10 18.00 18.75 19.78 20.80 21.83 23.11 24.39 25.67 26.96
1282.50 1350.00 1406.25 1483.50 1560.00 1637.25 1733.25 1829.25 1925.25 2022.00
2778.75 2925.00 3046.88 3214.25 3380.00 3547.38 3755.38 3963.38 4171.38 4381.00
33345.00 35100.00 36562.56 38571.00 40560.00 42568.56 45064.56 47560.56 50056.56 52572.00

pffective Jarruarv L. 1994
17.38 18.28 19.03 20.06 21.08 22.11 23.39 24.67 25.95 27.24
1303.50 1371.00 1423.25 i504.50 1581.00 1658.25 1?54.25 18 50.25 1946.25 2043.00
2824.25 2970.50 3092.38 3259.75 3425.50 3592.88 3800.88 4008.88 4216.88 4426.50
33891.00 35646.00 37188.56 39ii7.8ii 4iiO6.00 43iiQ.56 456i8.56 48106.56 50682.56 53118.00

Januarv 1. 1995
18.56 19.31 20.34 21.36 22.39 23.67 24.95 26.23 27.52

1324.50 1392.00 1448.25 1525.50 1602.00 1679.25 1775.25 1871.25 1967.25 2064.00
2869.75 3016.00 3137.88 3305.25 3471.00 3638.38 3846.38 4054.38 4262.38 4472.00
34437.00 36192.00 37654.56 39663.00 41652.00 43660.56 46156.56 48652.56 51148.56 53664.00

Effective Jawam 1. 1996
17.94 18.84 19.59 20.62 21.64 22.67 23.95 25.23 26.51 27.80
1345.50 1413.00 1469.25 1546.50 1623.00 1700.25 1796.25 1892.25 1988.25 2085.00
2915.25 3061.50 3183.38 3350.75 3516.50 3683.88 3891.88 4099.88 4307.88 4517.50
34983.00 36738.00 38200.56 40209.00 42198.00 44206.56 46702.56 49198.56 51694.56 54210.00



APPENDIX 3

QCC, CODl$
--- F-y--i--v-,~----
CLA5SlP 1LAJ. AWN

384 Infection Control officer

START AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER
1 YR. 2 YRS, 3 YRS. 4 YRS, 5 YRS, 6 YRS. 7 YRS, 8 YRS. 9 YRS,

Effective jU&l. IL, 1992
19.01 20.02 20.84 21.99 23.11 24.26 25.68 27.10 28.52 29.96
1425.?0 1s;n1 1K 1667 n-t lc;A9_16 2032.55 2139.23 2246.73L4”A.I” -CVlrL-. -v-c--- 1733-29 1819.28 1925-97
3089.01 3252.51 3386.65 3573.18 3755.47 3941.77 4172.94 4403.86 4634.99 4867.91
37068.i2 39030.12 40639.80 42878.16 45065.64 4?3Cl.c.= ?A dwVsrr.lV Fftn7K 9Q -r..v 23Q4'; v-u 72 E;5619cnn -- s;RAlA ---er Q2

Frrective -- January 1, 199%
19.32 20.33 21.15 22.30 23.42 24.57 25.99 27.41 28.83 30.27
1449.04 1524.51 1586.41 1672.50 1756.63 1842.61 1949.31 2055.89 2162.56 2270.06
3139.59 3303.10 3437.22 3623.76 3806.03 3992.33 4223.50 4454.42 4685.55 4918.47- - -- ---a- c--s.-37675.08 39637.20 41246.64 43485.12 45672.36 47907.96

---
3UbtS1L.tj~ 53453.04 DbLLb.60 3~~~1.64

Effective Januarv 1. 1995
19.63 20.64 21.46 22.61 23.73 24.88 26.30 27.72 29.15 30.58
ik72.39 1547.86 1609.75 1695.85 1779.96 1865.94 1972.64 2079.22 2185.90 2293.40
3190.17 3353.70 3487.80 3674.35 3856.58 4042.88 4274.06 4504.97 4736.11 4969.03
38282.04 40244.40 41853.60 44092.20 46278.96 48514.56 51288.72 54059.64 56833.32 59628.36

Effective Januarv 1. 1996
19-94 20.95 21.77 22.92 24.04 25.19 26.61 28.03 29.46 30.89
149iK73 1571.21 1633.09 1719.20 1803.30 1889.28 1995.98 2102.55 2209.23 2316.73
17An -L--o_- 75 3404-29 3538.37 3724.93 3907.14 4093.44 4324.62 4555.53 4786.67 5019.58
38889.00 40851.48 42460.44 44699.16 46885.68 49121.28 51895.44 54666.36 57440.04 60234.96
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APPENDIX 3

$AUiRY SCHEDULE - F'ULLyTxME tHouxlv.  Biweeklv. Monthlv. AnnuallYI

occ. CODIF; (J2c5SIFICATION

*483 Teacher with 1 yr. Univ.
r4484 Teacher cr4 4-h P3mmn a. -aa LISA-u .
*487 Teacher with Masters

START AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER
m .I... - 11-1 - ----; - em-- - -

. 4 IKS, 3 YRS. 4 YRS. 3 YKb. b YKS, 7 ---fYKS, . Y ms.

-.a- ctive April  1.

18% 1 19.70
1993

20.48 21.55 22.61 23.69 25.04 26.42 27.80 29.20
1402.88 x477.45 1535.84 1615.90 i695.88 1776.49 1878.32 1981.14 2085.11 2189.89
3039.57 3201.15 3327.65 3501.12 3674.41 3849.06 4069.70 4292.46 4517.74 4744.77
36474.84 38413.80 39931.80 42013.44 44092.92 46188.72 48836.40 51509.52 54212.88 56937.24

kffective Ja arv
19.01 20.:;

1. 1994
20.78 21.85 22.92 23.99 25.35 26.72 28.10 29.50

1425.85 1500.43 1558.77 1638.78 1718.71 1799.28 1901.08 2003.88 2107.86 2212.63
3089.34 3250.94 3377.34 3550.68 3723.87 3898.43 4119.01 4341.74 4567.02 4794.04
37072.08 39011.28 40528.08 42608.16 44686.44 46781.16 49428.12 52100.88 54804.24 57528.48

ective Jmarv 1. 1995
19.32 20.31 21.09 22.16 23.22 24.29 25.65 27.02 28.41 29.81
1448.82 1523.42 1581.71 1661.65 1741.54 1822.06 1923.84 2026.62 2130.60 2235.38
3139.11 3300.74 3427.04 3600.24 3773.33 3947.80 4168.31 4391.01 4616.30 4843.32
37669.32 39608.88 41124.48 43202.88 45279.96 47373.60 50019.72 52692.12 55395.60 58119.84

ctive Jan arv
20.6;

l,. 1996
21.40 22.46 23.52 24.60 25,95 27-32 28-71 30 a--11

1471.79 1546.40 1604.64 1684.52 1764.36 1844.85 1946.59 2049.36 2153.34 2258.12
3188.88 3350,54 3476,73 3649,80 3822,79 3997 0 17 4217.62 AAAnw mm-1 29 4665.58 4892 .""rfl
38266.56 40206.48 41720.76 43797.60 45873.48 47966.04 50611.44 53283.48 55986.96 58711.20
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gamy SCHEDULE - FI,J~-T~~ m~xlv. Biweeklv. Mlonthlv. Annuallv~

occ. CORF; CLASSIFICATION

*381 Infection Control Nurse
*65n AHN without prep.
*651 AHN with PGA
*553 Ml! with 1 Yr. Univ.
*654 AHN with Bacc.

*655 AHN with Masters
*670 Research Nurse
*671 PHN with Bacc.
*672 PHN with 1 Yr. Univ.

CrFYiDrF AFTER AFI’RR AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTERVI-..a. --- ----
1 YR. 2 YRS, 3 YRS. 4 YRS. 5 YRS. 6 YRS, 7 YRS, 8 YRS, 9 YRS,

Effeave April 1. 1993
17.7: 18.69 19.45 20.50 71-67  1-.-m 22-60 23-89 25-20 26,52 27.85
1330.78 1401.59 1459.00 1537.26 1617.95 1695.21 1791.89 1889.73 1988.91 2088.86
e*eh-LOOJ.35 3036.78 3161.16 3330.?3 ?EfiE EE 1/;73 QC; 9QQ3 A9 At-bQA.474dV4.44 -r".m..H" --Y-I -- m-e __ me 4309,30 A’575 5 87-v-w -.
34600.20 36441.36 37933.92 39968.76 42066.60 44075.52 46589.04 49133.04 51711.60 54310.44

fective Januarv 1, 19%
i8.ii3 iii.98 i9 -74 20.7 9 21.86 22.49 24.14 25.49 -w. 3K 81. 28 -em 'A
1352.57 1423.39 1480.78 1559.02 1639.73 1716.96 1813.60 1911.43 2010.60 2110.56
2930.57 3084.02 3208.36 3377.88 3552 -74 3 720.07 3929.46 ,,,A.43 A,"'1 4356.,* 21 45?2.8?
35166.84 37008.24 38500.32 40534.56 42632.88 44640.84 47153.52 49697.16 52275.72 54874.44

Effective Januarv 1. 1995
18.32 19.27 20.03 21.68 22.15 23.18 24.47 25.77 27.10 28.43
1374.36 1445.20 1502.57 1580.78 1661.51 1738.70 1835.31 1933.12 2032.30 2132.25
2977 -78 3131.26 3255.57 3425.03 3599.93 3767.18 3976.50 4188.43 4463.31 - ---

ably.88

35733.36 37575.12 39066.84 41100.36 43199.16 45206.16 47718.00 50261.16 52839.72 55438.56

Effective Januarv 1. 1996
18.62 19.56~ 20.32 21.37 22.44 23.47 24.76 26.06 27.39 28.72
1396-15 1467.00 1524.36 1602.54 1683.29 1760.44 1857.02 1954.82 2053.99 2153.94
3024.99 3178.50 3302.78 3472.18 3647.12 3814.29 4023.54 4235.44 4450.32 4666.88
36299-88 3Rl42,nI! 39633,36 41666,16 43765-44 45771.48 48282.48 50825.28 53403.84 56002.56





I I I I
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PENQIX 12

S&&f!YEI>U~  - REGISTERED  REGUJ,AR  pmT-TIMF  & CASUAL  _ BASIC

OCC. COD& CLASSIFICATION
661 Pubiic Health ?Jursa

START AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER AFTER
1500 3000 4500 6000 7500 9000 10500 12000 13500
J-IRS c HRS, HRS. HRS. S, HRS. S. s. HRS.

Effective Amil 1. 1993

17,?4 18,69 19-45 20-50 21.57 22*60 23-89 25.20

Effective Januaw 1, 1994

18.03 18 .dW QQ Ad., '0 74 --.._ 3n 74 21.86 22.89 I PA-78 -we 25-49

FCCeat I ve Tapa*uam-xr 1 1 OOE

18. 32 19.27 20.0 3 21.0 8 22.15 23.18 24.47 25.77

Bffectfve Zanuaw 1, i996

18.62 19.56 20.32 21.37 22.44 23.47 24.76 26.06

NOTE: These rates do not include the percentage in lieu of benefits.

26.52 27.85

27.10 28.4 3

27.39 28.72



.
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APPENDIX

SUPERIOR CONDITIONS AWARDED BY THE CENTRAL ARBITRATION AWARD DATED
9mOBER  23. 1981

C!lause #
Central Contract App1ic:abl.e Clause Prom Existing Collective
(Pull-time) Agreement (April II 1986 - March 31, 1988)
-------me - - W V - - -

S-Note H.l

lo-Note 2 E.l

11-Note 2 T.l

:12.02 s.l

(1)

(ii)

(iii]

14.01 J.4\K.:2
4.03

The Hospital will continue monthly to provide
the Association with a list showing new hires,
transfers, leaves of absence and terminations.

The Hospital agrees to furnish the Association
in the months of June and December of each year
with a list of all nurses in the bargaining
unit together with last addresses. This shall
be separate from the seniority list.

Leave of absence without pay may be granted for
the purpose of writing RR exams. The nurse
m u s t apply for 'this leave four weeks in
advance.

A nurse upon retirement or termination shall be
granted payment for accumulated sick leave as
follows:

Upon the completion of five (5) but less than
ten (10) years service, a nurse upon the
termination of her employment shall be paid 50%
of the unused portion of her sick leave credits
cumul'ative  to a maximum of sixty (60) days.

Upon the completion of ten (10) but less than
fifteen (15) years sewice, a nurse upon the
termination of her employment shall be paid 50%
of thle unused port:ion of her sick leave credits
cumulative to a maximum of one hundred and
twenty (1203 days.

Upon the completion of fifteen (15) years
service, a nurse upo:n the termination of her
employment shall be paid 50% of the unus'ed
portion of her sick leave credits cumulative to
a maximum of one hundred and eighty (MO) days.

The olvertimie premium reflerred to in 5.4 and
K.2 shall be time (and one-half (14) her regular
straight time hourly rate for her first four
hours worke'd and double <time thereafter.
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16.01 Note M.2 Nurses shall be entitled to the following
vacation:

(ii) One and two thirds working days per
month or 4 cal.endar 'weeks per yealr will
be granted to those classified as full-
time Assistant Head Nurses, Public
Health Nurses and the Infection Control
Officer and the Orthopedic Co-
ordinator.

19.09 R.l The Hospital will pay the following monthly
increments providing:

(a) Proof of standing must be submitted by the
nurse to the Hospital.

(b) There shall be no pyramiding of
certificates of degrees.

(c) Payment of the increment shall commence at
the start of the first pay period following
filing with the Hospital of the required proof
of standing, except that a newly hired nurse
who is gualified for an educational increment
on her date of hiring shall be paid from that
da&e.

(61) The allowance shall be added to the nurse's'
basic monthly salary with the exception of the
following positions:

Receptionist - Nursing Office
Nurse Technician
Main X-Ray Nurse
Non Registered Nurse

*Six months Post Gr'aduate Nursing Course or
Nursing Unit Administration Course - $15.00

*ItOne Year University Course - $40.00
Baccalaureate Degree - $80.00

MaStf!I:'S;  Degree - $120.00

*!rhe special1 prepara,tion  payment wilt1 be made
to those employed in a capacity utilizing  this
course.

**A one I/ear university course shall be
recognized only if it is a full first year
completed toward the Bachelor of Nursing
degree, or if it is a Nursing course in which a
certificate or diploma is granted.
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SUPERIOlR CONDITIONS AWARDED BY THE CENTRAL ARBITFLATI:ON AWARD DATED
Pamzlwmmm-- - - - - - - - -

Cllause # Applicable clause from existing COl.leCtiVe
Clentral Contrelct Agreement (April 1, 1986 - March 31, 1988)
(Part-time)
- - - - - e - - e - - - - - - - w - - -

5-Note G.1 The Hospital will continue to provide, monthly, the
Association with a list ahowing new hires,
transferr;, l.eaves  of absence and terminatiolns.

l.O-Note 2 IE. 1 The H:ospita:l agrees to furnish t:he Association in
th,e months of June and December of each year with a
list of all nur3e3 in the bargaining unit together
with last addresses. This shall be separate from
the seniorit:y l.ist.

3.2.012 0.1 A nurse upon retirement or terminaitioln  shall be
granted payment for accUmuli3ted  fiick leave as
f 01 low3 :

(1.) Upon the completion of five (5) but less than
ten (3.0) years service, a nurse upon the
termination of her empl.oyment  shall be paid 50%
of the unused portion of her 3ick leave credits
cumulative to a maximum of sixty (60) days.

(ii) Upon the completion of ten (10) but less th+an
fifteen (:15) years service, a nurse upon the
termination o'f her empl.oyment  shall be paid 510%
of the unused portion of her sick leave credits
cumulative tIo a maximum of one hundred and
twenty (l;!O) days.

(iii) Upon the completion of fifteen (15) years
service, (a n'urse upon the termination of her
employment shall ble paid 50% of thle unused
portion of her sick leave credits cumuXative  to
a maximum of one hundred and eig:hty (180) days.

l4.01 K.l Overtime premium referred to in K.l shall be time
and one half (14) her regular straight time kourly
rate for her first four (4) hour3 worked beyond her
normarl hour3 and double time thereafter.

15.01~Note N.3 A casual part-time nurse who works on any of the
holidays listeld above s:hall  be paid time and one-
half (14) f'or all hours worked.
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APPENDIX 5

To The

FULL-TIME COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT

Between

THE OTTAWA CIVIC lHOSPITIiL

And

ONTARIO NURSES' ASSOCIATION
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A - DEFINITIONS

A.1 llRotation Schedule" is a written statement setting forth
the days and hours upon which the nurses are normally
required to work and the days upon which nurses are
normally scheduled to be off work.

A.2 @1Departments11 - The following areas shall be defined as
Nursing Departments: Medical, Surgical, Civic Parkdale
Clinic, Emergency, Psychiatry, O.R., Urology O.R.,
S.D.C.U., Recovery Room, Intensive Care, Obstetrics, Family
Medicine Centre, Dialysis Unit, Teaching, Cardiac Surgical
Unit and Recovery Room, Cardiac O.R., C.C.U. and H2
Plaster Room and Nurse Technician.

ARTICLE B - RECOGNITION AND SCOPE

B.l The Hospital recognizes the Association as the sole
bargaining agent for Registered or Graduate Nurses employed
full-time in nursing care and teaching in the Hospital save
and except Nurse Managers and those above the rank of Nurse
Managers and all positions covered by the part-time
agreement between the two parties.

B.2

B.3

It is also agreed that the following positions will be in
the bargaining unit only when the positions are occupied by
Registered or Graduate nurses; Receptionist, Infection
Control Officer, Orthopedic  Co-ordinator.

It is agreed that the classification of Enterostomal
Therapist is a bargaining unit position but that the
incumbents as of 27 April 1984 are excluded from the
bargaining unit. Any other nurse who fills such position
sha:Ll be included in the bargaining unit.

ARTICrlE-- MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES

C.l It shall be the exclusive function of the Hospital to:

(a) Maintain order, discipline and efficiency and
establish and enforce reasonable rules and regulations
governing the conduct of nurses.

(b) Hire, discharge, classify, direct, transfer, ILayoff,
promote, demote, suspend or discipline nurses provided
that a clai:m of discriminatory promotion, demotion or
transfer, or a claim that a nurse has been discharged
or disciplined1 without reasonable cause, may be the
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subject of a grievance and d#ealt with as hereinafter
providLed.

01.1 The Association shall have the use of notice boards locat'ed
in or outside the nursing locker rooms, the Greenery, the
main floor ambulatory nursing care unit and the nursing
office. It will be the responsibility of the Association
tlo post and clear notices to and from the boards.

When future changes occur in the Hospital, any change will
be mutually agreed at the Hospital Association Clommittee
meetings. It is agreed that there wi:Ll be a minimum of
six (6) notice boards.

&RTIC ILF E - ADDRlESS LIST (Sunerior BenefitL

E.l See Appendix 4.

ljRTICLE F - COMMITTEES AND REiPRESENTATIVE,q;

IF.1 JJurse Renresentatives -The Hospital acknowledges the right
of the Associa,tion  to appoint or otherwi;se  select one nurse
to act as an Association nurse representative for each
twenty nurses.

F.2

F.3

F.4

b1esotiatina  Committee - A Negotiating Com'mittee  shall be
composed of the President and lone other member of the
Nurses' Association Ex:ecutive, and not more: than three
additiolnal  members, at least lone of whom s#hall be a part-
time nurse. (The Association shall keep the Hospital
informed of the names of the nurses so appointed.)

G r i e v a n c eCommittee - A Grievance Committee of the
Associa~tion shall be composed of the President, or her
delegate, and three other members of the Association, one
of whom shall be the nurse representative of the nurse or
nurses concerned.

;bssociation-Hosnital Cornmitt= - There shall be an
Association Hosp,ita:L Committee composed of five (5) members
(of the Association, one of whom shall be the president or
her designate anId one of whom may be a part-time nurse and
five (5) reprssentatives  of the HospitaIL, one cf whoxi shall
be the Vice Pres,ident, Nursing, or her designate!.

AR’ImIE-- lm?IGE OF STATUS

G. 3. A nurse sh,all  notify her nurse manag'er on the form provided
for this purpose of change in name, address, telephone
number, next of kin,, marital status, or any change in the
number of dependents.



The Hospital will provide the Association with information
detailing changes of status of nurses every four weeka; or
as often as prepared b'y the Hospital for its own purposes.

ARTICLE Et - DUES DEDUCTION ILIST (Sunerior Benefit),

H. 3L See! Aplpendix  4.

ARTICLEI - miELEXIBLEH=

I . IL For the Public Health Nurse, Infection Control Officer and
for such specialty areas as the Family Medicine Clentre,
Gastroenterology (G.I. Unit), Renal Dialysis, Urology
Operating Room, and Clinic, Main Operating Room, C!ardiac
operating Room and Recovery Rooms, a flexible arrangement
for the regular hours of work will apply by mutual consent
between the Hospital and the Association so that the
regular hours per fortnight do not exceed seventy-five (75)
hours. !This Article does not appl,y if the staff are on a
Master Rotation as per Article J.

AR1su- SCHEDULING REGULATIONS

J. 3. ~11 rotation schedules shall be prepared and posted so that
the nurses will be aware of their rotation schedules at
least four ((4) weeks in advance. Prior to Christmas and
New Years paid holidays the Hospital wi:Ll endeavour to post
the rotation schedules by November 1, but they shall be
posted no later than November l!j.

5.2

J.3

J.4

Master rotation scheduling will be in effect for all nurses
and shall embody the following conditions except when a
nurse transfers to a vacant position:

(a) Normally two (2) consecutive days off at a time
scheduled after seven ('7) consecutive days of work.

(b) Nlot more than seven (7) consecutive days of work will
ble scheduled without days off, except by consent of
the nurse.

A request for change in posted time schedule must be
submitted in writing and co-signed by a nurse willing to
exc:hange  days off or tours. Both nurses
,which ,tou:rs  are being exchanged.

should specify

sudh clhanges in tours or days
It is understood that

off init.iated  by the nurses
and approved by the Hospital shall not result in overtime
,payment.

The Hospital.wil.1 schedule every third week-end off. In
,the event of failure to give every third week-end off an
ove:rtime premium shall be paid as specified in Appendix 4
'except when other arrangements initiated by the nurse and
agreed to by the! Hospital have been made.
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Jr. 5

Jr.6

;r .7

Therle shall be normally a period of two consecutive tours
off between a change of tour and at least forty- eight
hours off duty following a period of night duty, except
wherle  a nurse agrees to a shorter period of time.

For nurses on permanent night: tours scheduled for week-
ends off, such week-end,s shall be Friday and Saturday.

Nurses ywho work seven a'nd one-half (7 l/2) houtr tours and
normally rotate will be scheduled Ion al day-evening rotiation
olr day-night rotation. The Hospital recognlizes'  the
princip:le  of equal time on days as on the other two shifts
combined. However, where this is not feasible, the
Hospital assures that nurses shall have a minimum of time
on days equivalent to at least simil'ar time on one of the
other shifts.

I:f the nurses on a unit reques,t three (3) shift rotations,
Days, Evenings, Nights, the request will be made in writing
to their Nurse Manager and the Association. When a
suitable rotation is drawn up, reviewed by the Association
and approved by the appropriate Nursing Director  or
designate, then:

It is agreled by both parties that.:

3.1 There wi:Ll be a secret ballot requiring a vote of 7!5%
of all nurs'es lwho vote, including regular part-time
nurses permanently assiqlned to the unit. If this
requirement is not met, then a nezl vote may only be
taken after six (6) months time from the date of the
original vote.

A ballot given to the Union and Management
Representative in the area by the Iestablished  cuto:ff
date will be counted. Such vote must be in a sealed
envelope that bears the signature of the nurse so
vo'ting. There shall be no more than two (2) days
scheduled for voting.

2 ) Voting shall be under supervi;sion of Hospita:L and
As8sociation  representatives. The Hospital will draw
UP' a propolsed voting list and submit it to the
President o:f the Local or her desiqlnate at least five
(5,) diays prior to the vote. Should the Association
request a meeting to review the list, such meeting
shlall be held prior to the vote.

:3 ) Each area shall rlequire an individual agreement and
vote.

4 1 Once a 3 shift rotation has been accepted by the
parties a return to a 2 shift rotation can be achieved
by:
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aI1 Six (6) weeks written notice by the Hospital to
the Association: or

J. 81

J. 9

bll A secret ballot as :per (1).

Conditions stipulated re scheduling in Article Jr shall be
waived for a three (3) week period covering Christmas and
New Years in order to facilitate the scheduling and time
off at Christmas and New Years periods. This pericd  shall
be declare!d annually.

(a) The Hospital will guarantee four (4) days off and will
endeavour to schedule at least five (5) or more
consecutive days off at either Christmas or New Year's
for all nurses. It is, understood that individual
nurses may waive this provision in writing. The
Hospital will provide time off from at least 1930
hours the day before the holiday that the nurse is
granted (either Christmas or New Year's day) . It is
understood and agreed that lieu days may be utilized
by mutual agreement of the Hospital and the nurse in
order to provide these d'ays off.

(b) Nurses will be granted these holiday periods on an
alternating basis from year ,to year in their work unit
unless mutually agreed otherwise between the Hospital
and an individual nurse. IHowever, it is recognized
that the Hospital may utilise  its right to adjust the
staffing according to patient requirements. In the
event that some nurses on a Unit can be granteid both
Christmas Day and New Years' Day off, the most senior
nurses on that Unit who have requested these days off
shall be given the first opportunity to take both days
off.

(c) These! provisions shall not apply to any area where
nurses normall:y work Monday to Friday and are not
normally scheduled to work on paid holidays.

J.l.0 For vacation purposes only, w:hen it is necessary to close
an area and nurses are being transferred elsewhere in the
Hospital and the nurse's vacation has been requested and
approved before the transfer, this time will be honoured.
Every effort will be made to schedule the weekend off
immediately preceding the vacation period,,

J.l.1 For the purpose of this article only, a week:end shall be
def.ined as the period :from the completion of the evening
shift on Friday to the commencement of the day shift on
Monday exclusive of overtime, standby and callback.

5.1.2 The Hospital shall endeavour to provide a nurse who
permanently transfers from one unit to another, at least
two (2) days off before beginning work on the new unit
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rotation.

5.13 For scheduling purposr!s only the! following definitions will
apply to 7.5 hour shifts.

a) ,a day willt include any shift with a majority of the
#time worked falling between 0715 hours and 153.5 hours;

W 'an evening will inc:lude any shift with1 a majority of
*the time worked falling betwleen 1515 hours and 2315
:hours;

cl ,a night will include any shif't w,ith a majority of the
,time worked falling between 2315 hours and 073.5 hours.

&w:LE K - PR'EMIUM I?AY

K.l Where a nurse chooses equivalent time! off as provided for
in Article 14.09 of the Full-time Colllect.ive Agreement, the
time sha:Ll be taken within ninety (90) calendar days, but
no la,ter than the end of the fiscal year (ewenl if this is
less than 90 days), unless a nurse and her Nurse Manager
agree to an extension of the time frame, at a mutually
agreeable time.

K.2 If a nurse is authorized to work in excess of the hours
stateld  in Article 13.00,  overtime premium shall be paid as
specified in Appendix 4.

K.3 For the purposes of shift premium only as per Article 14.10
of the central portion, the normal hours sh[all be defined
as follows:

0715-1515 - Day Shift
1515-2315 - Evening Shift
2315-0715 - Night Shift

FRTICLF L - PAYDAY AND TERMINAL PAY

L.1 (a) The Employer agrees that wages shall be paid on every
second Friday for the period covering the fourteen
(14) days ending the previous Fridaly. However, upon
sufficient: notice, the Hospital reserves the right to
change this period. Any regular earnings omitted on
a paycheque greater than four (4) hour's pay which is
not caused b’y a nurse coding improperly, shall be
corrected within two working da,ys from the time the
nurse brings the mistake to the attention of the
Hospital.

(bl) The payment of wages will be made by direct banking
deposit syst'ems for each nurse to the financial
institution of her choice,
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L.2

(c) Effective no later than April 1, 1993, a statement of
groso salary and itemized  deductions will be made
availtabl.e  in a sealed envelope for each nurse at least
two days (normally Wednesdays) prior to payda:y.

‘When a payday falls during a nurse's vacation period, the
.nurse shall receive her pay before she begins her vacation
Iprovided  the nurse requests it in writing at least one (1)
ful:l pay peri.od prior to the commencement of her vacation,,

L.3 .A nurse leaving the service of the Hospital shall be paid
all money owing to her by the Hospital not later than seven
(7) days after her last day of work.

L.4 Hos:pital uniforms, keys, library books, identification
carlds  and other Hospit,al property in the possession of the
nur,se are to be returned to the Hospital prior to the
nurse's leaving.

-mICLu-'VACATION

M. 1. The regulations for annual vacations for all full-time
nurses covered by this, agreement will be as follows:

After 3 months of continuo'us full-time semice, nurses
shall be eligible for vacations with pay in accordance with
the entitlement of their classification.

M.2

M. 3,

M. 41

M. 5

(Su,perior Benefit) See Appendix 4

Normally vacation will exclude the three week period
referred to in Article 5.8. However, individual requests
may be considered by management.

Vacatifon  dates shall be finalized  and posted in a unit
within four (4) weeks after the cut off date for the
vacati(on  reguests in that unit. However, the nurse manager
shall endeavour to post the approved leave within three (3)
weeks.

(a) Annual vacations will be taken within the Hospital
fiscal year (April 1 to March 31 of the following
year).

(b) Nurses hired after the leirst of November of the
current year must take their annual vacation not later
t:han the 31st of March of the following vacation year.

(c) Nurses entitled to increased vacation based on years
of service, shall have the earned vacation accorded to
them .&ginning the fiscal year 'in which their
anniversary fallls. The right to this vacation does
not actually vest in the nurse until she completes her
required service.
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M. 6

M.7

M.8

(d) During thie months of July and August a nurse will be
limited to a total of four (4) weeks of vacation.

It is understood and agreed that vacat,ion  weeks need rAOt
nlecessarily  be ta:ken continuously. When vacation periods
are divided, normally not less than 37.5 working hours
(33.'75 working hours for extended tours) of vaoation  may be
soheduled each time,, however, it is understood that one
p'eriod of 37.5 working hours (33.75 working hours for
e.xtendeci  tours) of the nurse's vacation may be set aside
and tak:en as single days or a combination thereof,
Requests to utilize more than 3'7.5 working hours (33.75
working hours for extended tours) of vacation as single
days may be approved at the discretion of the Hospital.
The request for vacatio:n shall be honoured where possible
by m,anagement, or at such time as may 1be mutual:Ly agre!ed
upon. Any dispute concerning vacation dates between two
or more nurses on a unit shall be settled on the basis of
Hospitalt seniority, as shown on the current seniority list
prov.ided by the Hospital, provided that the nurse
exercising her seniority has requested the vacation by the
unit cut off date for vacation requests. In the event of
a dispute concerning vaNcation days, it is understood that
scheduled Iholidays of not less than 37.5 working hours
(33.‘75 working 1hou:rs  for extended tours) shall have
priority over the selec'ted combination.

A nurse who elects to transfer to anothe:r area shall not be
entitled to use h'er seniority to Ibumg junior nurses in the
area from approved leaves.

A maximum of forty-five (45) hours vacation credit may be
carried over to the following year subject to it being
taken in the firs#t  quarter at a time mutually agreed upon

by the nurse and her nurse manaLger.

A nurse who terminates before receiving all the vacation
whiclh she has earned shall have an addition to her final
pay for the vacation which ham been earned but not
received.

A nurse who has had vacation and is leaving her position
with the Hospital before! such vacation hlas been earned will
have the option:

(a) to work the eq-uivadent of the value of the vacation
days owed to the Hospital beyond her proposed
termination date provided that:

01 she ham given one months' n,otice of this
intention to the'Hospita1; and

(ii) she has not been terminated by the Hospital; or
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(b) to have such amount deducted from her final pay.

M.9 The Hospita:L will provide annually to each nurse on regues't
by December 1 a statement of her remaining vacation time
entitlement to March 31 of the following year.

N.l The Employer agrees to recognize the following Paid
Holidays:

New Year's Day Civic Holiday
Second Monday in February Labour Day
Good Friday Thanksgiving Day
Easter H:onday Remembrance Day (November 11)
Queen's Birthday Christmas Day
Dominion Day Boxing Day

N.2 The lieu day may be taken within forty-five (45) days on
either side of the paid holiday.

N.3 The granting of the lieu day must be mutually agreed upon.

N.4 The reguest for the lieu day must be submitted in writing
by the nurse,= at least two (2) weeks in advance of the lieu
day reguested. However, the Hospital recognizes that
situaltions may arise where a nurse has need to use such
leave with less than two (2) weeks notice. The Hospital
shall reply to all reguests at least one (1) week prior to
the lieu day requested.

N.5 The H:ospita:L will make every reasonable effort to grant the
lieu day.

ARTICLE 0 a- STATEMENT OF SICK LEAVE

0. 1 The Hospital agrees to provide each nurse who has a sick
leave bank with a record in writing of the amount of banked
sick leave to her credit. The record will cover the
period 1 April to 31 March and will be available not later
than the 31st day of May each year.

0.2 Where possible, nurses who are unable to attend work due to
illness should contact the Nurse Manager or designate one
full shift in aldvance and advise o:f the anticipated length
of absence.

ARTICLE P a- ASSOCIATION LEAVE

F'. 1 The Hospital will grant leave of absence 21s  per Article
l:L.O:! provided that the number of nurses on leave IEor both
the full-time and part-time bargaininq units does not
exceed a total elf lEive (5) in addition to the local
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president and that the number of working days in a year
does not exceed one hundred and ten (X10), exclusive of
Association leave days utilized by the President of the
Ilocal.

Q. 1 The :Hospital agrees to institute extended tours of duty for
nurs&g staff whlere  the following regulations are met.
Should the efficiency of the area be affected, the Hospital
reserves the right to return to the s'cheduling  terms of the
contract a:fter six (6) weeks' notice has been given to the
Association.

Nursing wanting extendled tours of duty must sa%titthz
reguest in writing/ to their Nurse Managsr
Association. When a suitable rotation is drawn up,
reviewed by the Association and approved by the appropriate
Nursing Director or designate then:

ICt is agreed by both parties that:

If 1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

There wi:Ll be a secret ballot rleguiring  a vote of 75%
of all nurses who vote, includinqr regular part-time
nurses permanently assigned to the unit. If this
requirement is not met, then a new vote may only be
taken after six (6) months time from the date of the
original vote. There will be no voting by proxy and
casual nurses will not ble entitled to a vote.

A ballot given to the union and management
retpresentative  in the arlea by the established cutoff
dalte will be counted. Such vote must be in a sealed
envelope that bears the signature of the nurse so
voting. ThLere shall be no more than two (2) days
scheduleid for voting.

Voting shall be under supervision of Hospital and
Association representatives. The Hospital shall draw
up a proposed voting list which will include nurses
permanently assigned to the unit. A voting date shall
be mutually agreeld upon by the Association and the
Hospital.

There! will lbe  a review by bloth parties after six (6)
monthls from date of implementation reguiring 75% vote
for continuation.

Each area s#hall r'equire an individual agreement and
vote.

Once an extended tour schedule hals been accep,ted by
the parties and has passed the six (6) month vote, a
return to 7.5 hours can be achieved by:
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Q., 2 (a)

(b)

(cl

(d)

(e)
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(a) Six (6) weeks' written notice by the Hospital to
the Association: or

(b) A secret ballot as per (1).

During the trial period all full-time and part-time
:nurses shall explerience  the extended tours.

INurses who work extended tours shall be scheduled off
'every second weekend. In the event of failure to
(give every second weekend off, overtime premium shall
be paid as specified in Appendix 4, except when other
arrangements initiated by the nurse and agreed to by
the Hospital have been made.

:No more than three (3) consecutive extended tours
shall be sche!duled unless by mutual agreement.

:Normally at leas't two (2) consecutive days off shall
be schetduled  for extended tours unless mutually agreed
otherwise,,

On the day tour, the meal and relief periods shall be
scheduled so that a paid fifteen (15) minute relief
break falls between 15:15 hours and 19:15 ihours. It
is understood tlhat this zfifteen (15) minute relief
break may be scheduled in conjunction with an unpaid
,meal break.

There shall1 be at least a period of two consecutive
tours off between a change of tour and at least forty-
eight lhours off duty following tours of nigh[t duty,
except where a nurse agrees to a shorter period of
time.

AlW:LER------ EDUCATIONAL ALLOWANCE (Superior Benefit)

R. 1 See Appendix 4,)

AIITICLES-- SICK LEAVE I?AYMENT UPON :RET:CREMENT  OR TERMINATION

(Superior Blenefit)

s I, 1 See Appendix 4,)

ARTICLE T - EXAMS (Sunerior Benefit1

T. 1 See Appendi:K 4,

ARTICLE U - LAUNDERING OF UNIFORMS

u. 1 The H:ospital shall launder all nurses' uniforms that are
made of :materials  that the laundry is equipped to handle.
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V.l The interview referred to in Article 5.06 slhall take place
during ,the orientation ,period.

w. 1 Pursuant to Article lLl.11, the maximum number of full- time
nurses that may ble absent from the Hospital at any one! time
on prep,aid leave of (absence is fifteen (15). There shall
not be any more than two (2) nurses from any one (1) unit
on prepaid leave at the same time, except by mutual
akgreement.

x. 1 If the Hospital agrees to a job sharing arrangement
purs#uant to Article 20.01 of the Central Agreement, the
following conditions shall apply unless otherwise agreed to
k)Y

3. .

Z! .

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

the parties:

Job sharing requests with regard to full-time
position:; shall be considered on an individual basis.

Total hours worked by the job sharers shall equal one
(1) full-time position. The division of these hours
on t:he schedule shall be determined by mutual
agreement bletween the two (2) nurses and the Head
Nurse of the Unit.

The above schedules shall conform with the scheduling
provisions of the Full-time Collective Agreement.

Each job sharer may exchange shifts with her partner,
as well as with other nurses as provided1 b]{ the
Colllective  Agreement.

The job sh<arers involved will have the right to
determine which partner works on scheduled paid
holidays and job sharers shall only be required to
work the numbe:r  of paid holidays that a full-time
nurse would be reguired to work.

Coveraae

a) It is expecteid that both job sharers will cover
eac:h other's incidental il:Lnesses. If, because
of unavoidable circumstances, one cannot cover
the other, the unit supervisor must be notified
to book coverage. Job sharers are lnot required
to cover for their partner in the case of
prolonged or extended absences.

b) Vacation, Maternity Leave, and other leaves
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pursuant to Article If. of the Central Pull- time
and Part-time Agrelements:

In the event that lone member of the job sharing
arrangement goes on any of the above leaves of
absence, the coverage will be negotiated with
the unit supervisor, but it is hoped that the
remaining member of the position would be
prepared to cover the leave of absence as much
as possible.

Jmnlem'entation

7. Where the job sharing arrangement arises out of the
filling of a vacant full-time position, both job
sharing positions will be posted and selection will be
based on the criteria set out in the Collective
Agreiement.

8. Any incumbent full-time nurse wishing to share her
position, :may do so without having her half of the
position posted. The other half of the job sharing
position will be posted and selection will be made on
the criteria set out in the Collective Agreement.

9. If o:ne of the job sharers leaves the arrangement, her
position will be posted. If there is no successful
applicant ,to the position, the shared position must
revert to a full-time position. The remaining nurse
will have the option of continuing the full-time
position or reverting to a part-time position for
which she is qualified. If she does not continue
full-time, the position must be posted in accordance
with the Collective Agreement.

Q&;conti.nuat&D

Either party may discontinue the :job sharing arrangement
with ninety (90) days notice. 'Upon receipt of such notice
a meeting shall be held between the parties within fifteen
(15) days to discuss the discontinuation. It is
understoold  and agreed that such discontinuation shall not
be unreas#onable or arbitrary.

ARTIC:LE Y - WOFM RELATED INJURY OR ILLNESS

Y.l The Hospital will notify the President of the Local Nurses'
Association of the names of all nurses who go off work due
to a work: related injury or when a nurse goes cm L.T.D.

Y.2 When it ha& been medically determined that an r?mploye!e is
unable to return to the full duties of her position  due to
a disability, the Hospital will :notify and meet with a
staff representative of the Ontario Nurses' Association and
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a member of the Local Executive to discuss the
circ,umstanc:es  surrounding the employee's return to suitable
work.

The IHospital agrees to provide! the employee with a
the lWorlrerst  Compensation Board F'orm 7 at the same
it is sent to the Board.

NurseA s s a u l t

copy of
time as

The Hospital and tlhe Association recognize  that nurse
assault is not acceptab:Le. All incidents of nurse assault
are to be reported by the nurse to the appropriate! Nurse
Managemlent  immediately.

The Hospital will. co'nsider requests for reimbursement for
damages incurred to the nurse's personal property such as
eiyeglasses, ripped uniforms, personal clothing, as a result
of beinlg assaulted while performing her work.

2.1 All job postings, shall include We'dnesday,  Thursday and
P'riday in the posting period.

,~TXCLE ZZ - PARKING

zz.l It is agreed that prorated refunds w,ill be provided to
nurs,es on vacation or other authorized  leaves of absence of
two (2) consecutive calendar ,wee'ks Ior more, provided that
the nurse makes application in writing prior to the leave
commencing.
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APPENDIX 5

TO THE

PART-TIME COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT- - - -

Between

OTTAWA CI:VIC  HOSPITAL
(Hereinafter referred to as the "Hospital'*)

And

ONTARIO WR8ES ASSOCIATION
(Hereinafter referred to as the lgAsscuziaticml~)

Expiry: 31 March, 19986


